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PART I.
A CONCERN OF THE CHURCH

CHAPTBR

I

IN'l'RODUCTI011

During recent years the problem of mental illness has
been kept constantly before the eyes of the public.

Magazines,

newspapers and the authors of endlesa volumes of literature
quote statistics with regard to the coats in terms of both
man-hours and public expenditures.

Author• Rorma B. Cutts

and Nicholas Moseley, in their work on discipline, aupply ua

with a typical expression of this current concern.

They states

The importance of mental hygiene is hard to over-rate.

Half the hospital beds in the United Statea are occupied by mental patients. SO many people are incapacitated by mental illness that it ha• been called the
nation• s number-one haal th problem. In addition, · ·
millions of people are maladjusted enough to make their
own lives unhappy. Bach maladjuated person brin9e pain
and worry to many othera.1
It is from evidence such as the above that this author
first became concerned with the problem of mental health.
Added to this was a summer of work in the Department of

Occupational and Recreational 'l'herapy in a St. Lo\da psychiatric hospital.

Bare the miHry of aarioua peraonality

lNorma B. Cutts and Richolas Mo-lay, Batter Heme
Diaciplina (Raw Yorks Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1952),
p. 279.

3

aaladjuatment waa clearly evident.

c...

hiatori•• conaia-

tently pointed to prediapoain9 factor• in the parent-child
relationships which the patient bad experienced in hi•
early and formative years.
Prom this example of people who are receivin9 paychiatric treatment, one is led to look about hill in what
is uaually referred to a• "normal" aociety.

There, a peraon

begina to sense that pereonality adjuataent and ao-called
"normalcy" is on a continuum, and not a aatter of all or
none.

It becomes evident that to a C)1'eater or l••-r extent

all people are handicapped by difficulti•• in peraonality
adjuatments.
SOmetimes the whole matter ia p-aed over by callJ.n9 it
an evidence of sinful
UH

weakn•••·

Thia ia true.

Satan

do••

these paraonality difficultiea to hinder the Cbriatian

in hia purau.1.t of gr~h in living a aanctified life.
hinders him from lovin9 his nei9hbor.
centered.

Be

Be make• man - l f -

Because thia i• true, it is the CJZ'OViD9 conviction

of this writ.er that the church auat endeavor to aaaiat people
in developing peraonalities which are leaa d1storted.

It 1• from auch evidence and froa auch thin'ki.09 that
the desire to study the probl- ari•••
fail?

Where do parent•

What kJ.nd of help would uaiat thal i.n doing a 'better

4

job?

Ia the problem in any way a concern or a reapon.sibili~

of the Church?

out?

If so, bow can thi• reaponaibility be carriad

'l'hese are soae of the quaationa which the atudy under-

takes to answer.
'l'he study 1• divided into three major parts.

The

firat

part concern• itself with an introduction to the probl. . and
a discussion of the concern and responaibility of the church.
'l'he second part of the study focu••• upon certain ai9nificant problem areas in parent-child relationahip•.

'1'be

evidence tends to point out the reaulta of parental . .~ .
of dealing with children.

On the negatiTe aide, it aeta for~

the undesirable result• of an unJ..nforaad, though well-intended,
axerciae of parental reaponaibility.

on the poaitiTe aide,

it shows the reaulta of a wiH exerciM of tbia reaponaibility
as auch result• are deaonatrated in the peraonalitiea of
children who are relatively happy, effective, and well adjuated to tbemaelves and the environment in wbich they live.
The third and final part of the study preaenta a tia-

cuaaion of the practical aapecta of the probl-.

S1199eationa

are 9athered tOC)81:.her froa Yarioua aoure•• concerning~•
execution of a progr- of parent education.

aoae poaaib111-

tiea for incorporating auch a prc,vraa into the axiating
eclucationa1 agenci•• of tbe church are offered for c:onaidera-

s
tion in terms of the local situation.

A separate chapter i•

devoted to a discussion of the resources available, focuaing
upon useful literature and visual aids.

The Appendices pre-

sent a listing of books, periodicals and visual a.ids which
may prove useful in planning for a program of parent education.
It is clearly not the purpoae of this atudy to present
a brief manual or text-book on the psychology of parent-child
relationships.

Nor is it intended that the many queations

which are raised will be met with satisfactory solutions.
Rather, it is an attempt to determine the exiatance and extant
of the need of parents for guidance in carrying out their
responsibilities with regard to the wholesome development of
personality in their children.

Further, it sea'ka to caat

light on the question of ecclesiastical reaponaibility to
offer such guidance, as well aa the practicability of such an
endeavor.
The sources which have been consulted for the study are
both secular and religious.

A large proportion of the Hcond

part of the study is baaed on evidence drawn fram the writing•
of psychologists.

Since it would be quite beyond the acope

of this study to present, in all ca•••, the detail• of paycbological investigation, the evidence will primarily represent
the findings, interpretation• and concluaiona •• expreaaed
by these rasearcbera.

CHAPTER IX

DEFINING THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CHURCH

An Expanding Concern

It is t he duty of the church to minister to the spiritual needs of people.

Since the beginning of Christianity it

has been striving to fulfill this ministry.

However, it

would appear that there has been a failure to see the spiritual implications of the totality of man's needs.
Il1

recent years, however, a growing number of cburchaen

have been seeking to broaden this concern to include man'•
total existence, including his relationships both to God and
to his fellowman.

In a recent publication, Principles S!!

Mental Health £2,£ Christian Living,
make this matter quite

clear.l

He

c.

B. Eavey strives to

viewa man aa created by

God with tllt'O major aepecta of being, the material and the 111-

material.

The mat.eri.al ia body and the iallaterial is aoul.

Be defines the soul as i.ncluding the 1.ife principle, Ula -ntal capacities, and self-awareness.

Alao, u

a part of the

1-ter.ial aapect of aan•a 'be.in9, be 'baa been giV'ell a apirit.

le. B. Eavey,

Principle•

2f

Nenbl Health

Ltvlng (Cblcago, Moody Presa, 1956), p. 29.

!2£ Cbrinian

7

It ia thi• aspect of man that moat clearly 41atinguiabea hill
from the animals.
consciousness.
God.

'l'be spirit is the aource of man•a God-

It ia the part of man which ia the iaage of

It is the seat of the divine in-dvel.l.ing,. the organ of

divine life.
These three aspaets, body,,.. soul and spirit, are al.waya

one complete and integrated peraon.

Their functioning ia one

of constant and complex interrelationship.

It is becauae of

this interrelationship, because of this indivisibility of
man's being, that Christiana have a concern for developing and
nurturing every human faculty.

Eavey expresses his own con-

cluaions by citing Terhune•s Living Wisely ~Well.

"our•

it is to regulate our whole being so that we have a physical.l.y

fit body and an adequately fwictioning aind, the two sustained
by a atrong and mature spirit.w2

· It ia not within the acopa of thia study to defend or
reject this tripartite view of man.

It doea, however, help to

illustrate the fact that a mania a functioning wbola.

Be can

never ba treated aa thouqh be were anything l••••
Seward Hiltner point• out that the aciencea of man have

made it necaaaary to abandon any 4ua11atic or fragaantary
approach to health and illness.

2p,14.,

p. 53.

'1'be body,

mind, eao~iona,

8

spirit and interpersonal relationships of man are all involved all of the time.3
The new Parent Guidance Series, developed under the aua-

pices of the Family Life Committee of the Board for Parish
Education of the Lutheran Church--Misaouri Synod, 1• evidence
of an increasing concern and a more complete acceptance of

responsibility for the growth and development of the Christian
child.

While its explicit purpose ia "to help families with

their main task, rearing God-fearing children, 4 it is clear
11

from the topics discussed that this is aeen to include the
wholesome development of the child's entire personality.

The

first publication in this series includes a chapter entitled,
"Mental Health and Your Child ... s

In a later publication of

the same series, H. G. Coiner writeaa

When the total needs of the total child--phyaical,
mental, emotional, social, and spiritual--ar• considered, the task broadens into the acquiring of knowledge, skills, habits, and attitudes which are developed only by both teaching and training. 6

3 seward Hiltner,

f!!!t Church .lilMl Mental Health, edited

by

Paul Maves (New York: Charlea Scribner'• Sona, 1953), · p. 65.
4'l'he Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod--Board for Parish
Education, '-Your Child and You," Ho. 1 in Pu;ent Guidance 8eriea

(St. Louisa concord.la Publiab.lng House, n.d.), ina.lde cover.
Hereafter the Parent Guidance Seri•• will be cited •• PG&.

5Ib14.,

p. 25.

6"Parents Are Teachers,•• No. 6 in ti§., p. 5.

g

Here, again, it is ovident that when the child 1• the focua
of attention and concern, it can be a concern £or nothing leas
than the whole child.
From these and similar statements of modern writers one
senses that the church is expanding ita concern for the individual to include his entire personality.

Man must be ap-

proached and helped aG a man, without ignoring the fact that
he is composed of several interacting aspects.

While the in-

dividual aspects of man•a being help to understand how he
functions, they can never be ministered to as though they
existed for a moment apart from the total person.
Such an expanding concern is, in reality, only a re-

expanding to be like the concern which was coneiatently deaonstrated by the Lord Jesus.

'l'he Gospels are replete with examples

of Jesus• ministry to people.

Always it was a ministry geared

to the need of the particular individual with wballl He vaa confronted.

Be forgave aina, healed ailing bodies, quieted

afflicted minds, comforted the dist~esaed and dealt firmly
with the obstinate.

He ministered to man as man, •for He Him-

self lcnew what was in man. "7

7 John 2:25b.
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A Con cern for Mental Hygiene

The sign ificance of this expanding concern of the church
is, £o r this study, t h e f a ct that it can reach out now with
ser i o us con s iderati o n of t h e personality n eeds of the indivj d uaJ. .

Thi s b ri n gs us to the ger-eral area of mental hygiene,

or men tal h ealth.

c . B . Eave y disc u s ses the concept o f h ealth, reminding
the r eader of the Anglo-Saxon derivation of the ~rord.

i s der ive d f rom a word meaning "whole" or "scund."

It

He points

out t h a t hea lth implies a wholeness or soundness that per:nits

a harmo n ious functioning of spirit, soul and body. 8

Again,

h e s t a tes:
Mental health is the outcome of so meeting and handling
nee ds that the indivi dual is adjusted to himself and the
world at large with a maximum of effectiveness, satisf a ction, cheerfulness, and socially considerate behavgor,
a nd is able to face and accept the realities of life.
The achievement of such health goals is essentially
preven tive, rather than ameliorative.
rather than therapeutic.lo

It is educative,

While i t is the job of the

8Eavey, .22• cit., p. 56.
9Bavey, ,22. cit., p. 58.
~

lOH. D. Mensing, "Mental Hygiene and the Bible." ConcorTheological Monthly, IX (August, 1938), 594.

11

physician and psychiatrist to assist in the healing of
those who have either lost such "wholeness" or failed to
achieve it, it is the responsibility of every individual
to live in such a way as to prevent disorders from developing.
In an address to the National Association for Mental
Health , William Menninger challenges the public to take
preventive mental hygiene seriously.

He points out that,

while we have all considered i t our responsibility to know
something about physical hygiene and to apply its principles
in our l ives, we have completely failed to do this in the
realm ox mental hygiene.

He urges that this is the first

concern of those who are interested in avoiding some of the
disaster of serious mental breakdown.11
The concern for mental hygiene, then, may be stated
positively as a striving for ''Wholeness" or negatively as
the effort to prevent personality disorders and neurotic
adjustment.

It is in a discussion of the negative kind that

David Roberts describes neurotic conflict as resulting in
self-estrangement, estrangement from other human beings

llwrn. c. Menninger, "'l'here Ia something You Can Do
About Mental Health," Pastoral PaychologY, II, No. 14
(May, 1951), 39.

12

and estrangement from God.

These three eatrangmaents are ao

functionally related, according to Roberta, that it ia 111poesible to divorce one from the othera.12

'l'bua, 1n eelf-

e strangement, which involves conflicts witlUn the indiri.dual
and l ack o f ability to accept oneself, ve have the roote of
e s t r angement f r om God and from our fellowman.
Here the f act b egins to emerge that the personality adjustment of the i ndi vidual does have some direct bearing on

h is relationship s t o God and bis fellowme n.

If this is true,

a concern for man's s piritual life cannot be divorced from a
conce rn f or the wholesome development of hi• personality.
B. D. Men sing, writing in the Concordia Tbeologica1 Monthly,

aays of the psychology of hia days
What mak e s the recent developaent of thia eabryonic
s c ience interesting especially to the theologian ia
the f act that religion ia ao intimately connected with
mental hygiene and that to a great extent it ia a
practical application of religion to the 118ntal life
o f t he individual.13
He s ubstantiates this further by notin9 that the Bible baa
a l way a streaaed right attitude• toward God and aan.

In

Proverb• 23 : 7 it reade, •As a aan thinketh in bia heart,

12J>avid E. Roberta, !ll!, Church

.IE Jlental

Health, edited

by Paul Maves (Bew York: Charles Scribner's 8ona, 1953), p. 23.

1311enai119, 9.2. £n., p. 597.

13

ao ia he. nl4
Thus, in viev of the fact that the . .ntal life of the
individual ia inseparably a part of hie apiritual life, the
expanding concern of the church i• a concern Which embrace•
very seriously the matter of the personality adjustment of
the individual.

Xt becomea a concern for preventive ·mental

liygiene.

Foundations of Peraonality
If it is a wholesome development of personality that one
eeeks to foster, it is necessary that he discover where and
When this development takes place.

While it ia believed that

the basic structure of personality ia to some degree inherited,
evidence atill point• conaistently towar4 th• early hollle enviromnent as being extremely ai9Dificant in determining the
direction in which it develops.

c.

B. Bavey atatea1

on the whole, children with warped and tviated pereonalitiea are not born thue. '!'he circumatancea under
which the child grows up have most to do with the determination of his personality.ls
Again, this same author says1

141'bid.

lSc • . B. Eavey, Principle• .2f. PerfOMl.ity BuilcU.nq for
Chria1:ian Parenti · (Grand' Rapicla1 Sondervan PubliahJ.n9 BouN,
i952), p. 14.

14

Nothing 1a more important int.he life of any individual
than his life in his own family • • • • Bach peraon
gradually becomea what he ia by illlJ.tation of and identification with other people. Durin9 the moat plaatic
period of life, the child baa comparatively ffJW contact•
with persons other than aambara of bia family. Life in
the family is, then, the most potent factor in the making
of personality.16
Three conaiderations ara more or less explicit in these
s t atements of Eavey.

First, personality ia largely a learned,

rather than an inherited quality.

Secondly, becauae of what

he calls a "plastic" qual.ity in the child•a peraonality, the
earliest learning experiences become •ome of the moat crucial.
Finally , the dependence of the human infant d e t ~ e • that
nearly all of the learning experiencea oft.he first yeara

take place in the family environment.
The report of the Wlute Bouae Conference on Child Health
and Protection states the same concluaion.

"The outatanding

fact emerging from the study is the aignificance of the baae
for the personality devalopaent of the child ...17
Thia fact receive• further verification int.he followin9

statement from a current textl>ook,

Naptal

HYgiene in 'l'eachJ.nq.

The author• states

16Ibid., p. 23.

17White BouH Conference on Child Health and Protection,
fb!. Adole•cent !!l ~ lP!lY (Hew Yorka Appleton Century
Company, 1934), pp. 299-300.

15

Psychologists and psychiatrists agree that during t.be
first five years of li~e the foundations are laid for
n1any later personality traits.
During those years the
guiding forces of a peroons deepeat attitudes toward
himr;elf and other people a.re developed, and the pattern
for the control of his impulses is largely establiahed.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.... .

Psychiatrists are convinced that during the vary firat
months of life, long before an infant can talk or understand words, critical learnings about human relationships take place. Whether infants are fed promptly when
hungry and are fondled lovingly or whether their needs
arouse impatience in diainterestad adults vbo hand1•
them without per sonal warmth --.y make quite a difference
in the expectations children develop toward the world
of adults. Babies who feel secure are likely to become
adults who enjoy other people and have an easy confidence
with ther.t .18
Statements of similar effect may be found in nearly any
current piece of literature addressed to the matter of peraon-

~lity foundations .

Already in 1938 a writer in the Concordia

'l'beologicil;_l Monthly states a similar conclusion.

He says:

If mental hygiene, then, is a preventive measure, and
since personality development and growth has its inception at birth • • • then it stands to reason that child
psychology must be the foundatJ.on of an effective -ntal
hygiene • • • • The principle invo1ved is, however, not
a modern discovery7 for the Bible has a1ways taught 1.t.
''Train up a child in the way he should goi and when he
is old, he will not depart from it," Prov. 2216."19

18Pritz Redl and Willi- w. Wattenberg, llental BYgiene
in Teach.ing (New York: Harcourt, Brace and CQlllPanY, 1951),
pp. 75-76.
l9Jlensing, op. cit., p. 595.

16
The conclusions of this writer appear to be altogether
valid in the light of the evidence cited above.

Peraonality

clearly has its roots in the early family environment of the
Mental hygiene, at ita moat basic level, must be char-

childo

acterized by an attention to the early parent-child relation'I'he passage quoted by Mensing may be construed aa

ships.

suggesting this fact.

However, it might be questioned whether

the church or anybody alee could understand the full aignJ.ficance of such a statement before the discoveries of the
recent sciences of man.
Responsibility of Parents
This leads to the point of establishing who it ia that
bears primary responsibility for the development of peraonality.

Such responsibility is pin-pointed hnmediately by

William Menninger, a leadin9 psychiatrist of the present generation.

He aays:

You who are parents have the Job of building and perfecting the physical and mental health of your children.
You can have no more sacred trust than tbat.20
zt appears to the author of this atudy that Dr. Nenninger
would have little difficulty convinci119 parents that they are

20Menninger, .22• cit., p. 40.

17
responsible for the phyaical. development of their children.
Likewise, it seems as though the great majority of parent• are
quite convinced that they are responsible for the intellectual growth of the child.

However, it ia rare that one dia-

covers parents who are aware that they do auch in the developing of the emotional life of the child vi.th al.l that this
involves and who accept this as a reaponaibility.
A Lutheran churchman, writing in

a recent iaaue of the

Parent guidance series, aayss
parents have a solemn, God-given, blessed responsibility,
and they have the opportunity to IIUlke new and great contributions in Christian personality to church and aociety.21

c.

B. Bavey notes that it is actually God Who govern•

and directa the development of the individual, but that Be
does this through natural channels.

Tbua, whJ.le recognising

that God is working to aake the peraon, the Christian parent
will want to do all he can as an agent through which God doea
His vork.22

The point which is made here is on• which ia

commonly accepted in the reala of the pbyaical..

Very few

Chriatians would deny the fact that pbyaical. hyg-iene and the

2l"Parenta Are Teachers," Bo. 6 in PGS, p. 4.

22aavey, Principle• of Peraonal.ity BuildJ.ncJ for Chriatian Parent•, pp. 17-18.

18

practice of medicine are channel• through which God exerc1...
Bis protection, healing and governance.

Yet, tbeae peraona

might be rather slow to accept the aaae as being true in
what to them is the mysterious development of an individual'•
personalityo

That God normally directs the growth of human

personality through the parents is a fact which must be reco9nized if parents are to accept their full responsibility.
Thia same author suggests three ideals which Chriatian
parents hold for their children.

These are (1) well-balanced

personality, (2) a useful life in thi.s world, and (3) a life
which is an honor to God.23

The three are interrelated and

are goals toward which parents will work, rather than aeraly
hoping and wishing.
If parents are to accept this raaponeibility, it auat
be further defined.

H.22.!. .2£.

Here, a statement ia in order fros ff•pd-

Chi.ld Guidance.

Speaking of the parent•• role oyer

against the child, the writer aaya1
we guide him if we aurround bia vith a background or
teach hilll methods which will prediapo•• hill to aolve
hi• probleae for billl. .lf in an effective IIIUUUl&r. In
educational, aadical, and social service circl•• the
term "guidance" refer• to a planned i~luence that
produces in the individual a repertoire of habit• and

23p,1d.' p.

7.
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attitudes which a11ow hia to adjuat coptinuqyly t:o the
environments which d.o and will confront hill.
Thus, when parental reaponail>ility ia viewed as "gu1dance,"
it becomes a matter of aanipulatin9 an environment and planning the i nfluences which bear upon the life of the child.
In the second part of this study the concept of parental responsibility will take on aore apeci£ic aeaning.
rinally, the need for parents to accept their reaponsibility is seen in the followi~ extract 'froa &avey.

Be

stat.ea,

there is no doubt whatever that auch could be done with
children that 1• not now bein9 done. It 1• certain that
many a life which is lived a• a burden to th• in41vi4ual
and as a liability to hia fellows would be neither of
these if it bad been 9iven right direction froa the day
of birth onward.25
The Beed for Parent Bducation
ror centuri•• people have been forced, in many ar•- of
child training, to rely coapletely upon What J.s uaually teraad
Tb• 1nforaat1on which ha• been aad• ava11abl•

to ua, throu9h

tho•• vbo

ayat. . .tically atu4y chJ.14 develop-

. .nt and parent-child relatJ.onabip•, baa aade 1t po•ail>l• to

24arne•t lla.nla, BapcD;pook !!f Cly.1d ftidance <•av York,
Child Care itulicationa, 1947), p. 469.
25savey, Principle•

Parent•, p. 6.

.!!
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JDOve beyond thia approach.

There ia now the poaaibility that

people will begin to rely upon u1nforaed co

aa aome woul.d call it, "uncc1 on aenae.
The need is for J.natruction.

this need in bis PaailY .!DA ChurcJ!.

on Hnae" or,

11

L. J. Sherrill points to

Be

••Y••

One often think• longingly of "inatincta," but there ia
no instinct to guide us into aucceaaful parenthood,
indeed, we soon diacovar that we are completely ignorant
of many important detail a. Por that matter, natural
impulses which we do have often lead to hurtful acta.
When we mean to mother our children, it may turn out
that we are smothering th- emotionally inatead. Xn
trying so earnestly to help, we may deprive children of
their chance to develop.26
Nunerous other writers expr••• aiJllilar concern lor a
program of parent education.

John B. Bentley, in hia diacua-

aion of "Parent• and Child Gu1clance," eaphaai&ea that akJ.11,
knowledge and good aenH are neceaaary for propex parentbood.
So

one of them w111 be enough.

are ill-fitted for the task.

Be inaiata that aany parent•

Bia reaMKlial auggeation ia that

child guidance clinic& and other agenciea auat . .t up a program for training the parent• of our country.27

26Lewia Joseph Sherrill, lP31X ~ CbgJch
'l'he Abingdon Pr•••, 1937), P• 12.

C•ew

Yorks

27Jobn B. Bentley, "•arenta and CbJ.14 G\dclance,• Bpr4'?99)§
2! ChJ.ld Guidyce, ed1te4 by :srneat JIUIU (Bew Yorks Cll114
Care Publications, 1947), pp. 393-394.
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Psychologist Percival symonda, in

~

Dynamics .2! Parent-

Child Ralationehipa, likewise malces some clear and atron9
. statements urging a program of parent education.

Bia conclud-

ing statement is, "The further development of parent education,
therefore, is eaaential for the beat interests of aocie~ •• 28
The reconmendations submitted by the White Bouae Conference

on Child Health and Protection are of aimilar effect.

They

urge that public and pr.ivate agencies alike muat do all they

can to give soma guidance to parents in regard to thia allimportant task of parenthood.29
The Responaib.ility of the Church
Prom the evidence auba.itted thua far in thJ.a chapter one

could reach several eoncluaiona.

Pirat, the church, follow-

ing the example of Jesus, baa the responsibility to aJ.niater
to the total needs of the individual.

'!'his fact is of even

greater significance when it is remembered that the varioua
aspects of man•• being are constantly functioning in relationship to each other.

Secondly, preventive mental hygiene ia

20.ercival 11. Syaonda, f.b!. DYnlgaica .2t pgent-alild b(Jlaw Yor'k1 Bureau of Publication• 'l'eachera Col18CJ8,
COlumb.ia univeraity, 1949), p. 143.

lationahipa

29'fh1te Bouse Conference on CbJ.14 Health and •ro~J.on,

~- cit.,

P• 309.
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of considerable help in avoiding tbe unhappine•• and ineffectiveneaa of maladjusted peraonality.

Thirdl.y, peraonality

adJuatment has a very direct bear1D9 upon the apiritual life
of the individual, affecting hi• ••lf-concept, hJ.a relationships to other people and hi• relationahJ.p to God.

Pourthly.

the earlieat years of life determine to a great degree the
baaic personality structure of the individual.

Pifthl.y.

parents have a God-given reaponaibilit:y for the wholeacme
development of their children's peraonaliti•••

Sixthly,, the

taak of parents is one which require• trainJ.ng and guJ.dance.
If the validity of the above propoaiti.ona ia granted.

attention may now be focuaed directly upon the queation of
eccleaiaatical reaponaibility.

Ia it the r19htful taak of the

church to offer guidance to parent• with r99ard to the peraonality development of their chJ.ldren?

Paul Jacob•, vritin9

in the recent ayapoaium, Helping Ppf:11•• 'l'brougb the Church.
haa this to say
While the church ha• d1119ently attempted to meet tbe
spiritual need• of the family, it ha• frequently failec!
to rec09n.ize that fmaili•• have other neecla. %n other
vorda, tbe total need• of the family. the need• of the
body and the mind. are not al,,.ya kept in view. '1'he
church "WOndera vby Johnny 8aith. wboM parent• are 1n
church every aunday and who ccapleted eipt 9rad•• 1n
the parish ac:hool. vaa MIit to the .tat• refonaat.ory
for atealin9 a car. '!'be church alao wonder• why Belen
Jonea. who anawere4 moat oft.be flQ88tiona 1n her confirmation cl•••• vaa 4J.acovare4 to be pregnant an4 bad u»
be aent to a home for umwarried aothera 1n a nearby city.
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where her child was delivered. Bvidently there are needa
which home and church failed to . . .tin the ca.ea of
Johnny Smith and Belen Jonea.30

The above statement aeama to be baaed on the aaaUllption that

the behavior involved was filling aome previoualy unfulfilled
need in the personality of the young people in queation.

'1'be

implicit conclusion ia that if the need• had been aatiafiad in

a constructive manner, they would not have aouqht fulfillment
in unacceptable behavior.

Purthermore, be explici~ly 8tataa

that the home and the church are to be faulted for auch fA11ure.
Lucille Klaas, writing in Advance magazine, pleacla the
need for parent training in the Lutheran Church--Niaaouri
Synod.

She notes that aocial-aervice a9enciea, newspapers and

magazines are currently giving attention to the great need for
parent education.

Bovever, aha point• out t:hat theae . .cular

agencies cannot give the Chriat-cantered approach vbicb ia ao
badly needed.

Her conclusion 1• atated boldly.

8he aaya, -We

in the Lutheran Church have an obligation to train parent• to
fulfill their responaibility to their faai.liea.•31

30.aul Jacob•, Helping Paailiea Throu9h .!r.m!. Church, edited
by Oscar Peucht (et. Loui.aa Concordia Publishing Bouae, 1957),
pp. 69-70.

31Luc111• 10.aaa, ·Training for Chriatian Parental. aeaponaibil.ity," Mlyance, Vol. v, Bo. 2 (Pebruary, 1958), 16-17.
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Lewi• J. Sherrill clearly conceive• of the whole acope

of family life as within the educational reaponsibility of Uie
church.

In his Pamily and Church be preaenta a complete chart

of the areas 1.n which the church ahould atrive to teach.

'!'he

moat extensive section in thia whole chart ia •Preparation
for and help in achieving aucceaaful. parenthoocl.•32
In the Preface to hia Principle•
l.2!, Christian Parents,

c.

2!. Peraonal.ity Building

B. Bavey atatea that the book ia

intended for use as a basis for study in church achool claaaea
that deal with problems of cb1ld training.

Be make• -h i•

position even clearer when he aaya, •of such claaHa there
might well be many more than there are."33
Luther E. Woodward write• i n ~ Church~ NentaJ. Health,
If the church ia to promote aax1-1 wtal health J.n it•
children and youth it muat of neceaa1ty concern itaelf
with the education of parent• along paycbol09ical line•,
to acquaint them with the principle• of peraonality
development and help th. . to acquJ.re the neceaaary apprciat1ons and know-how 1n the home guidance of cbildren.34

32Sherrill, 22.• cit., p. 162.
llsavey, Principl•• 2(. Perponality Building for Chriatian
Parenta, P• 7.

l'r.uther B. Woodward, !la Church .19!"'9tal Health,
edited by Paul B. Nave• (Sew Yorks Charle• acribner'• Sona,
1953), p. 131.
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Seward Hiltner, writing in the . . . . ayapo•ium, poJ.nta

out that beceuae the acience• of man have 9iven us new tool•
for understanding the difficultiea and the atrivings of the
inner life of man, the church auat use the. . to guide people
to a rich and genuine faith.
not only the Gospel, but the

Be would have the church atudy
111&11

to whom that Gospel la beiDCJ

brought.JS
Concl..wlion
Prom the conclusions drawn at the beginnJ.ng of the above
portion of this cliacuasion an4 from the opinions juat cited,
it would be reaaonable to

•••ume

that the church doe• have a

definite responsibility to offer CJUidance to parent• vJ.th regard to the peraonality 4evelopaent of their children.
The rama.t.nder of the atudy will be devoted to a di•cuaaion
of

80ID8

of the •pacific area• in which parents will need to

have instruction an4 the practical illlplicationa of such an
undertaking of this reaponsibility.

35sevard Hiltner, ~Church.IE M9tal

Health,

P• 66.

PART II.
'1'HB

BDD POR

GUD>AIICS

al.UT& I I I

BSTABLXSHING A SDSB OF 8BCURI'l'r

Definition and Importance
one of the most important factors in the develop.ant of
personality ia the growth of an ,adequate ••nae of Mcurity.
Thia aense of security is daacribed by Bavey •• a feelin9 of

aafety amid all the threats of life in this world.

Be

not••

that this security is firat threatened when the child . . .rgea
into this world.

The proceaa of birth r~vea the infant froa

the warm unthreatened environment in the body of the aoi:her
to a new and strange world of noiae.

A feeling of al.oneneaa

results from his phyaical 11eparation from the mother.

Before

birth all his needa were filled inaediately and autoaatically.

Now, for the first time, he experience• needa which are not
immediately filled.l

Thia ia a part of what ia often referred

to aa the trauma of birth.

'l'he . .curity of tbe chJ.ld ia in

the balance prilllarily becau. . be 1• experienciD9 a 9reat nmaber of . .naati.ona for the first tiae and doea not haw 1:he

le.

B. Bavey,

Principlea 2( Per19naJ.1tY Building for

Chriftiag Parent• (Grand Rapid•• ZOnclervan Publiah1DCJ Bou. . ,
1952), pp. 101 ff.
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leaat bit of an underatan41ng of thia naw and atranga world.
It frightens him to feel his nee4a unfulfilled even for a few
brief moments.

These experience• tend to produce a feeling

of insecurity unless they are counteracted by poaitive
experiences.
'l'he importance of developing a sense of aecurity in a
child is clearly brought out by atudiea conducted by Percival
Symonds.

He reports that the aecure person tenda to be capable

of cooperative activity, loyalty, honesty, and atraightforwardnese.

He is likely to be an individual who is clepen4ablo,

friendly, enthusiastic, intereatad, self-confident and realiatic in his evaluation of hilllaelf.2

The atudy abowa that

individuals who are inaecura aaem to be consistently l•••
capable of such virtuea.
Satiafaction of Bee4a
An important factor in eatablishing the baaic . .curity

of the child ia the aatiafaction of all of hia needa.

'l'be

needs of the infant should be aatiafied carefully and quickly.
'!'hey auat be met with equal care whether they be phyaiological
or psychological, aince the two are indiatinvuJ,ahabl• to the

2percival 11. ayaoncta, D!. DYnp&c1 .2! parent-c:l)i.14 B•l•t1onah1p• (Bew Yorks Bureau of Pub11cat1ona, Teacher• C011941e,
Columbia univeraity, 1949), pp. 125-126.
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child.

Bavey voice• th••• cona1derat1ona and conclud•• with

the following statements
the small baby abou1d have what h• want• when be wanta
it. • • • A small baby ia baraed by effort• at teach1n9
him to control his needa and deairea. Aa an J.nfant, be
needs the assurance that the world ia aafe, not a place
of constant threat to hia existence through fruatratlon
of needa.3
Margaret RJ.bbla, after eight yeara of ayateaatic study
of children in varioua environmenta, aeta forth aaaa illportant consideration• in her boo'k,

~

Rlqhtf 2.t Infanta.

She

points out that an infant ha• certain needa which auat be
recognized and met.

The aerioua fruatration of any of th•••

needs can lead to varioua amounts of distortion in peraonality.4
She diacussea at aome length the nature of theae naeda.

The

child needa to auc'k, not only as a . .an• of aatiafyi119 biol09ical hunger, but a• an outlet for tenaion aa well.

The alt.in

of the child needa to be at.1.aulated daily for the proper development of feeling.

She revarda tbJ.a a• th• primary purpoae

of the daily bath.

The

child aenHa bJ.a poature froa t.he very

beginning and needa to be held anugly or to be tucked in hia
crib anu9ly to avoid the anxiety vbJ.ch raaulta in the feeling

laavey, 22•

s&s· ,

p. 110.

4-argaret A. Ribble, !'be IU.ahtf .2! Infant•
Columbia university Pr•••• 1943), p. 34.

<•w York,

JO
that he is not firml.y supported.

One of the moat important

of the child's needs becomes eapecia1ly acute when he reachea
the age of three months and begins to make some apecific
emotional responses to his mother.
and genuine mothering.

This ia the need for real

The mother-child relationship muat be

the basic and unfailing one if the personality of the child
ia to develop properly.

It is crucial in the whole aocial

development.5
L. E.

Woodward, writing in Df. Church .EA Mental Health,

focuaea our attention upon some of the developnantal factor•
which nef)d to be conai~ered in a discussion of the needs of

the child.

Be notes that peraona1ity is the reault of a pro-

ceaa of growing up.

Thia growth involve• certain stages,

each involving certain patterns of intereat, new diacoveriea
and apecific needs which demand aatiafaction.

If children

are to paaa from one atage to another quickly and eaaily,
their needs must be fully aatiafied an4 their intereat and 41.acoveriee accepted objectively, without highly charged moral
and emotional connotations.

Be aaya that proper acceptance

of theae atagea reaulta in a . .nae of well-being and healthy

slb1d., pp. 34-as.
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feeling• of peraonal worth or aelf-acceptance.

'l'heae are

vital for emotional stability and mental health.&
After the very earliest adju•tment• to life in this
atrange new world of threats to infant security, numeroua other
obetacles must be faced.

Rigid baby schedule• which fail to

consider the needs of the child, changea from one manner of
feeding to another, weaning, toilet training and too early
attempts to control the child's behavior are aaong the thinga
which can easily produce anxiety in the child.

Bach of theae

matters must be handled con•iderately by parents who would
protect the child's ••nae of •ecurity.7
Benjamin Spock, a popular authority on baby and child
care, makea a strong case for brea•t feeding and urgea that
it not be atopped after the first few week•.

Be points out

that the warmth and love of the breaat-feec!i.ng aituation 1•
of great emotional value to both 1DOther and child.

It brings

them close together and prC1DOtea a strong feelJ.ng of . .curity
in the child.a

6L. B. Woodward, ~ Church .!:!!!l Mental Health, edited by
Paul B. Navee (New Yorks Charle• Scribner'• Sona, 1953), pp.
134-137.
7zavey, 22• ~ . , pp. 113-11s.
~

SsenJUlin Spock, D!!. common Sepae Book 2f. BabY .HA Child
(New Yorks Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1946), p. 33.
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While the mother and child are no longer a physiol09ical
unit after birth, they still remain a paychological unit.
The helpless infant is emotionally dependent, as well u

sically dependent, upon the mother.

phy-

Zn view of this fact,

Margaret Ribble says s
Breast feeding is the first satiafaction a child geta
from his mother after birth. Thia pleasure 1naediately
begins to establish a focua on the mother ·a nd prepares
the ground for the fostering of a cont.inually richer relationship between them. Aa a reault, the breaat-fed
baby is better nourished and hia emotional development
is smoothed considerably. Por, natura1ly, breaat-fed
babies tend to have more trust and confidence in their
mothers and consequently are easier to lead and direct.9
Thus, if the child ia to be given a genuine feeling of

security as the foundation of hia peraonality, bis needs must
be considered and met very carefully in the early lmlntha.

It

is aignificant that Margaret Ribble devotea a whole chapter in
her book to this matter.

Must Not Be Thwarted."

Her chapter is entitled, "Babiea
Xn thia chapter ahe make• thia atat-nta

The human infant in the firat year of life should not
have to meet frustration or privation, for theae factor•
ianediataly cauaa exag9arated tenaion and atillul.ate
latent defense activitiea • • • • Only after considerable
degree of -turity baa been reached can we train an
infant to adapt to what,.,. as adults 'know as the reality
principle.10

9JU.bble, .22• ~ . , p. 33.
lOn,1d., pp. 72-73.
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Love and Security
The one thing, above all others, that helpa the child to

feel safe and secure is a constant and abundant flow of love

from his parents.

Xf he criea or ia frightened, he ahould be

taken up and fondled.

The raasauranca of the mother'• ¥Oice,

the tenderness of her touch and the warmth of her body 90 far
in establishing that desired aecurity.11
L. E. Woodward atresaea this point also.

He aaya, "A

child's initial confidence and sense of well-beJ.n9 ia built
upon the security of parental affection ••12

&early al.l writers

on the subject express this basic fact.
The etudiea made by Symonds show that thla affectionate

relationship between parent and child hinCJ•• JDOre upon bow
the parents actually feel than upon haw they pretend to f . .l.
Children sense the fee11n9a of parents r9CJardlaaa of parental
attempts to repr••• or hide neqat1ve f . .lJ.n9a. 1 l

Tiu.a brin9a

ua to a matter which will be conaidered later aa •parental.
rejection.

11

Th• point to be made her• 1a that the parent who

llBavey, .22• cit., pp. 111-112.
l21foodwar4, ~ Church .lml Mntal Health, p. 133.
13symonde, .22• ~ . , p. z1ii.
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actually feels the chJ.ld a burden and reaenta the trouble he
causes cannot very well hide this from the child.

'l'he child

begins to sense that he ia a burden and c!oea not feel that
he ia genuinely loved.
Another aspect of thia is brought out by Nartin 8iaon.
He says, "Not the love which

~

parent a feel, but the love

which l:b!, child aensea, givea him security.
expresaed ••• 14

Love muat be

This makea the point that it 1.a not enoWJh for

the parent to feel that he loves the child.

'l'hia muat be

shown to the child throughout their relationahipa with on•
another.

Both loving word• and. loving action• will COIIIIIUJU-

cate thia love to the child.
The White Bouse Conference on Child Health and Protection
diacovered, through their reaearch, that children who come
from homes in which there were frequent overt demonatrationa
of affection and where parent• abowed aympathet1.c underatan41ng of children tend to have a auch better anotional adjuat-nt than tboa• children who coae froa hcae• where auch ia not
the case.

'l'heae affectionate hoaea are alao characterised by

l ~ t i n P. 811non, Helping l'aaili•• 'l'brouqh .!b9. Chw:ch,
edited by oacar l'eucht (St. Louia1 Concordia Publiahing Bou•,
1157), P• 169.
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the confidential relationahip which exiata between the chil-

dren and their parenta.15
The results of a lack of affection in the early family
relationshi ps are demonstrated by numeroua sylllptOIDa of 1n. .curity.

Examples o f such symptoma are noted in the following

excerpt;
Absence of affection result• in delinquency. Children
reared in homes where affection 1• not shown beco. .
"bratty" children. Naughtineaa ia frequently a aearch
for a ttention which the child hope• may reault in an
a s s ur ance of love.16
Thus, t he child's behavior may be either a aearch for

the aff ection which he need.a eo badly, or it may be characterized by a kind of aggression which expreaae• resentment becau. .
he doe s not feel he is appreciated.
Reapect for Individuality
A final point need• to be made with regard to eatabliahing the basic security of the child and thus laying the foundation for wholesome peraonality devalopaent.

'l'hi• ha• to do

1Swhite Houae Report on Child Health and Protection,
!h!. Moleacent in ,!:h!. fpily
York, Appleton Century
Company, 1934),

PP• 132-139.

<•w

16.rbe Lutheran Churcb--lliaaouri Synod-Board for Pariah
Bducation, "Your Child and You,• Bo. · l in Parent N41PCf fgJ,e•
(It. Louias Concordia Publi•bin9 Bou. ., n.d.), p. 2. aerafter the Parent Guidance feriep will be cited•• !!I.•
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with the individuality of the child.

The •tudi•• of the 0.. .11

Institute of Child Development have contributed much to currant
thinking along these linea.
Arnold Gesell and Frances Ilg, in their work,~ Child
from l'ive t o ~ . aay that it is absolutely neceaaary that
parents have an attitude based upon reapect for the unique individuality of the child.

This must rule out all thought• of

molding the child to suit parental wbilll8 as though he were a
piece of clay.17
As the child grows older, there 1• an accaapanying pro-

cess of personality growth and development.

Thi• proceaa ia

timed differently for each child, a fact that muat be remembered and respected by parents.

Benjadn Spock aaya, •Love

and enjoy your child for what he ia, for what be look• like,

for what he doe•, and forget about the qualitie• that he
doesn't have."18

He points out further that thia ia of ex-

treme practical importance for the self-concept of the child.
If the child is not accepted in this way, he will

HD. .

thia

and will likely never be able to accept hiluelf with confidence.

17Arnold Geaell and l'rancea L. I19, .D9, Qild l'rgp l'ive
m, 'l'en (Rew Yorks Harper and Brother• Publiahera, 1946), p. 35.
18apock, ~- ~ . , p. 22.
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'l'he material presented in this chapter is by no means
exhaustive.

Perhaps it is sufficient to point out that the

matter of establishing the child's basic sense of security is

an important and complex one.

It is easy for well-intended

parents to undermine this growth of security unless they can
be made aware of some of the principles involved.

CBAP'l'BR IV

PARENTAL PATTBRIIS
In view of the fact that the baaic structure of peraonality is determined by the kind of relationships experienced

in the home, numerous attempt• have been aacte to atuc!y the. .
home

environments.

In spite of the fact that there are count-

leas variables which distinguish one home from any and al.l
others, a certain amount of grouping or categorising ta possible.

The generalizations thua derived are helpful 1.n uncter-

atanding and d1scuaaing the influences which abape a child'•
personality.

several of theaa "types" will be diacuaaad in

this chapter.

Because th•- are generalisati.ona, no a1D91e

hollle is likely to deaerve classification•• an extr. . . in any
"type ...

Rejection
It ia coaaonly believed and frequently stated ~ t a11
parenta love their cbi.ldren.

aowave.r, this 1•

with ~ true facts in the -tter..

llYqlene J:.a Teachin9 speak of

'1'he

~

1n accord

aatbora of Menta1

·th• maurnal

inati.nct that make•

all mothers love their chilclren• •• bei.n9 11.titl• aore than a
Nlltimllntal legend.

Attention ia called to 1:ho. . chilclren vbo
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are "accidents" or illegitimates and who consequently are
obviou s and admitted burdens on their parent s or mothers.
However , rejection i s not limited to this group.

Countless

other children are resented without the parents being conscious
of the fact.

The reason s may be deeply rooted psychological

disturbances in the parents.

The concluding comments of these

authors point up the tragedy and seriousness of this particular parenta l pattern of behavior.
People who received little love in their childhood homes
may become cold parents, incapable of giving love. Often
people who themselves were rejected as youngsters follow
t he example set by their own parents, deep inside they
know no other way to bring up children. Unless outside
help breaks the pathetic chain, rejected children may
develop hostile personalities and become rejecting
parents.l
While extreme cases of rejection are more common than is
usually believed, it is true that even in cases which are not
so severe much damage is done to the personalities of children.
The truth of the matter is that all parents have some negative

and hostile feelings toward their children.

These negative

feelings are mixed with feelings of love and affection.

This

combination of positive and negative feelings is what is referred to as ambivalence.

When the greater feeling is hostile

lPritz Redl and William w. Wattenberg, Mental Hygiene!!!.
Teaching (New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1951), pp.
148-149.
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and negative , we have what is called rejection.

When the

Positive fee l ings are predominant in the over-a11 family relationships , i t is regarded as an acceptant home.2
As was shown in the discussion of love in the previous
chapter, i t

is what the child senses that really counts.

Many p arent s, who are sure that they love their children, are
frequent ly c a using the child to feel rejected.

Eavey lists

some of the way s in which parents frequently cause the child
to have s uch fee l ings.
emphasi s on the child's shortcomings: negative attitudes
like blame, disgust, ridicule, harsh remarks, humiliation
or nagging; rigid discipline: severe punishment: unfavorable comparison with other children: unreasonable demanas:
and continuous dissatisfaction with behavior.3
The chil d who has feelings of rejection may react to
this in one or more of many possible ways.

He may feel that

the world is against him and thus become very aggressive and
quarrelsome .

Or it may result in pitiful attempts to gain

adult recognit ion.

Such attempts to gain recognition are not

2Percival Symonds, The Dynamics of Parent-Child Relationships (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Colwnbia University, 1949), p. 23.
3c. B. Eavey, Principles of Personality Building for
Christian Parents (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House,
1952), p . 105.
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always made through model behavior, £or it is often leaa painful to be laughe d at or punished than to be ignored.4

In a comparison of accepted children with thoae who had
feelings of rejection, the contrast becomes clear and aignificanto

Speaking of the results of such a systematic compari-

son, Percival Symonds reports:
Thece findings can be summarized by aay.ing that there 1•
a tendency for accepted children to be more friendly,
to resent authority less, to be lesa rebell.ious, to £ace
the future more confidently, to be leas confused, to have
hsppy dreams more frequently, to have more normal wiahee,
to evaluot e s0lf more realistically, to have fewer feeli ngs of being persecuted, to have leaa ~eeling of being
insecure or inferior, to indulge in less self pity, to
be lesa discontented, and to be leaa discouraged than
rej ected children.s
Even from 3uch a brief sampling of the evidence in thJ.a
matter of parental rejection, it is clear that the matter ia
an important one.

It would seem that parents need to beware

of the possibilities that they might cauae theJ.r chJ.ldren to
feel rejected.
Domination

Struggle, conflict, disappointment and a certain amount
of failure are a part of life.

When the b-ic security of

4aedl, .22· cit •• p. 1so.
5percival M. Symon4a, :lb!, P&YcbologY 2', Parent-c:hJ.ld Mlat1onehipa (New Yorks Applet:on-Century-Crofta, Inc., 1939),

p. 93.
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the child has been faJ.rly well established, be needa to face
aame of these more unpleasant realitiea and little by little
learn to cope with them.

It is harmful to the child to pro-

tect him from all of these painful experiencea, bacauaa it is
important that he gradually pick up akill in coping with them.
The role of parents is to help the child to meet tbeae obatacles rlaely and learn to adjust to them. 6

Where parents shelter their chi.ldren from any unpleaaant
or difficul t experience, thay are said to be overprotecting.
David ~vy, in his etudiee of Maternal oye:g,roteet.1.on, diatinguishes two types--exceaaive dcaination and excesaive
indulgence.7
In the case of parental. domination there ia a rather consistent prevention of indepandant action.

one way in which

thia might be done ia deacribed by Lavy u

.. in£antilization ...8

'l'his is characterized by the continued performance of activities in the care of the child beyond the time when auch
activities are ordinarily performed by mothera.

Bxamplee of

this might be dreaaJ.n9 a child of f'ive or aix 1natea4 of . .rely

6Bavey, 22• ~ . , pp. 97-98.

7Dav1d M. Levy, Maternal OWrptotection (Kev Yorlt1 Columbia
University Press, 1943), p. 107.
SJ.bid., p. 53.
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helping wh£ln h e lp is needed, bathing an older cbJ.ld or buttering bread for a twelve year old.
Clos ely akin to inf antilization ia the prevention of
social ~twcity .

Th.ts luq,pens when the. mother muat keep the

child constantly ~rl.thin her protective vision.

He ia not

a l lowad to go around the neighborhood with other children and
must bo s o cn to zmd f r om t he doors of the school.

He ia de-

fen~ed ~gains~ all h ard ship and conflict, while his battles
.are either warded off or fought for him. 9
Still another kind of parental domination is exemplified

i n the ovcrau·thoritative and overstrict parent.

He is for-

bidding and critical, forcing standard& of behavior onto the
child when the child is in no way capable of these atandaru.10
Such exc essi ve control causes the child to be fearful of any
independent a c tivity and is frequently accompanied by feelings
of r e j e ction .

While such a child ia usually no trouble to

other peop le, he fi.nda it difficul.t to live with himael:f.

He

ia never s ure whether his decisions are acceptable.
The Smith College Studiea

J:a SOC1al

Worlt, in a report on

paternal dom.inatJ.on, describe the dowd na~ child u

a •paaaJ.ve,

9Ibid., p. 71.

10Symonds, ~ pynpica gt Parent-child RelationahJ.pf,
p. 77.
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•ubmieaive, dopendent type o'f peraonality ...

He ia uaua11y

characterized by sbyneea, lack of self-confidence and initiative, and a feoling of isolation and inadequacy.

Quite a

number waro i:o'lmd to be rebellious, resentful, negative, and
uncooperative in the home but cooperative elaewbare.11
Excessive Indulgence
ln the case of e.,ccessive indulgence Levy point• out that

the Ta10ther becomsa entirely submissive and obedient to the
infantile impulses of the child.12

She deairaa that the child

have everything he vau1ts and tries never to fruatrate him.

Actually, this becomes a case where~ infantile ilnpul-• of
the child dominate the parent' and the heme.

If such a pattern

ia maintained bayond the firat year or year and a ha.lf, it
prevents the child from growing up to face the realitiea of
life.

When he gets outside the home, be finda be cannot dom-

inate peopl.e and is unable to cope with thia fruatrating
situation.

llnorothy Daniels Mueller, •paternal. Domination, Ite
Influence on Chila Gui.dance Records," Slni'1\ College Stucliea
J.n Social Work, XV (March, 1945), 202.
12r..ovy, ge. ci,t., p. 107.
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Symonds describes the child who baa been exceaaively

indulged as one who is assertive , deman4ing and without aelfcontrol.

He is the typical spoiled child.13

are comparN:>le.

Levy'• finding•

He notes that in caaea of indul.gence the

child becomes demanding , selfiah, constantly deaanding atten-

tion, affect.1.on and service.

Be is impatient vi th a11 denJ.a1s

of his wishes and impulses and, thua, cannot aubali.t to any
authority.

Since he has not learned the give and take of

social interaction, he has extrema dJ.fficul.ty 1n making and

keeping frienda .14
Both domination and indul.gence are damaging to the devel-

opnent of the child'• peraonality becauae of the fact that
they prevent his growing up.

%n

the case of the former , he

cannot grow up because be is not given the right. to t:hink
for himself .

All his activities are ordered for hi.a.

In

~

latter, he fai.ls to learn bow to cope with tbe realities of

life. especial.ly in terma of h\llllan relationahipa.

l3symonds·, ~ pyngtca 9.f. Parent-child RelaUogahJ.pf,

p. 51.
141,evy, 22.•

cit.,

p. 150.
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Home Atmoaphere

All of the matters diecuaaed thua, far ui th.la chapter
have been important factore 1n the eatabliahhg of the home
atmosphere.

However, several other matters requJ.re brief

discussion.
An important factor in the security of the child is the

emotional security of hJ.s parents •

.'l'hia doea much to. deter-

mine the atmosphere in which the child will do bia growing.
'l'he emotional security of parents will be evident ui such
matters as poise, self-control, amount of tension J.n the home,

attitudes towards difficulties and tailurea, attitudea toward•
other people and outlook for the futura.15
Closely connected with tbi• are aome rather aignj.ficant
diacoveriea of the White Bouse conference on Child Health and
Protection.

J:n their report o n ~ Adolescent !!l

~

FpilY,

then conuitteamen write, "there 1a a aarW rel.ation between
nervowmeaa of parents and the peraonal.ity adjuatment of the

<:hil4ren."16

The term •nervowa" ia not hare j.ndicativa of a

correaponding profeaaional diagnoaia, but ia uae4 to .in41cata

15savey, 22•

cit.,

p. 103.

16wbJ.a Bouse Conference on ChJ.ld Health and Pi:ot.ect.lon,
!bf. Adolepcent a~ FpdlY (Bew Yorks D. Appleton-Century
Campany, 1934), P• 140.
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that the children studied viewed their parent• nervous.

frequently

The study waa made with college student•.

Boye whose mothers ware nervoua moat of the

tu.,

had a

good personality adjustment 1n only twenty-five per cent of
the cases.

Boys who v1'3W'9d their raotbera aa almost never

nerv:>us. had a good adjustment: in fifty-one per cent of the
caaes.17
Girls whose mothers were nervou• 11curt of the tillle ware
found to have good personality adjuatment in bfenty-five per

cent of the cases tested.

Those

who•• mothers were

almoat

never nervous had a good adjustment in fifty-nine per cent
of the casaa.18

Such evidence demonstrates clearly that there ia a significant correlation between the emotional adjuat:ment of parenta
and the personality development of the chJ.ld.

'l'hua, it would

be well if parents could ta>te stepa to understand their own
difficulties and attempt to make aoma iapro...ant•.
Another factor. •uggeatecl by Bavey. which dJ.arupt• a

wholesome home atmosphere ia dJ.aunity betw.en the parenta.
If the love of parents for each other begin& to fail, there
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ia usually a subtle competing for th• affec:t~on• of the child.

'l'he child then i s forced to decide on the object of bJ.a affections and l oy~l tie s and is placed in a state of emotional
tension ,.,,hicl'l 1a hig hly charged with feeling• of guilt.

'l'h.1.e

is obvio usl y harmful t o h ie developaant.19
Thu s , it is c1ear that the patterns of parental behavio r

and attitud e s are extr emely important to the development o f
the child ' s personulity .

Parent.a may require considerable

help i n lElarning to evaluate the atmoaphere they are creating
for the ir children .
f m-1 generalizations might prove helpful J.n trying to

determ!n~

b at. :rr.akes f o r a gcod home atmosphere.

Oscar Peucht

s ays 0£ t h is:
Good atmos phere in the home is compoaed of aany parta--

r e spcct for parents and for children, a sense of fellowship and f a.'"Dily un.t.ty, freedom for proper self-expreaeion,
S".ilnpathy, good counsel, hospitality, mutual confidence.
These t hings give children and adu1ta a sense of security
and make home a true refuge.20

.

Perci val Symonds lists numerous characterietica of an
acceptant and whol e some fami ly atmosphere.

soma of tboae 1.1.ated

are (a ) p arental interest in ch.ild'• plan• and ambit.iona,

19savey, 22.•

cit., p . 105.

20oacar B. Peucht, Balp.1.99 rpJ.liap Th£ough ~ Church,
edited by oacar B. reucht (st. Low.a, Con.cor41a PubliahJ.D9
Bouse, 1957), p . 21.
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(b)

demonstrations of affection in word and ac:tJ.ont (c) parent•

understand the childr (d) the child J.s accepted aa a peraon,
(e) the child is trusted7 (f) the child's opinJ.on 111 asked for
and respected1 (g) parent• participate in acae of the c!Uld'•

activities , (b) the child is encouraged to bring his fr1en4•

into the hOn'.e, and (1) parent.a do not expect more from the
child than bis capacities pexmit.21

21Symonds, ~ Paycbology 2.f. l'U'ent-chJ.14 Relationahipa.
p. 62.

CHAPTER V
CONSIDERATIONS IN DZSCIPLlRE
~" Genera1 View

Di sci pline is a subject about wb.ich there ia quite a

vide-vpr ead populax concern.

mumeroua individual.a axpraaa

t heir views wi~hout h e sitation .

Modern American educator•

are c urrently being c riticized sharply £or the lack of disc ipline in ~ha schools.

Parents are faulting each other for

f ailure to discipl ine their ch.i.ldren or for being b>o rigid

in t heir diac!pline.
It 'WOUld s e em that not all have agreed upon a defiDJ.tion
of the conc ept .
"dis cip l ine~• a s

Wab@ter•s Colleg1ate Dict:ionuv da£1nea
(1) t eaching or inatruct:1on, (2) that wlucb

i s t eught to pupils, (3) trainJ.ng which corrects, molda,

strengthe ns, or perfecta, (4) punJ.amnent or chaatia . .ant,
(5)

control ga.i.ned by enforcing obedJ.ence or order, and (6)

rule or system of rylaa a£fecti.Dg conduct or action.

'l'bua,

disci pline must not be understood•• prilllar1ly a matter of
punishment and rigid control.

2! feraonality
ful definition.

c.

B. Bavay, in hi.a

U-

Principle•

Bu.ildinq for Cbriatiap Parenta, offera a

He aays that 4iacip11ne muet be v1....S u
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including all methods by which behavior is guided and controlled.l
The responsibility which parents have to exerciee dJ.acipline ie based upon the presupposition of paranta1 authority.
It is important that the nature of thi.a authority be conaidered.
Christians view it as a God-given authority, inherent in the
very order of creation.

'l'he

seculm:- world concedes it to be

a part of the order of nature.
'!'he

exercisE:l of this authority also needs to be considered.

Eavey pointe out that some parents aaem to conaider their
authority as primarily for the purpoae of breaking the will
of the child.

If this is how they view it, ~ey are likely

to be successful .in doing just that.2

Bi.a react:ion to such

a view is summarizGd in a passage which be quotea from the
writings of Cicero.

"The authority of tboae who teach ia

o~en an obstacle to those vho laarn.•3
In suggesting hi.a view of parental authority, Bavey ·
atates that it must be baaed upon love and reapect.

'1'be per-

eon who ia expect:ed. to aubDJ.t to authority auat love and

le. B. Eavey, Principle@ 2t· Personality

Cbriatian

Builc11ng

l.2£

Parente (Grand Rapids: Zondarvan Publishing BouM,

1952), p • . 120.

2n,1c1.,

p. 173.

3 ll>id., p. 164.
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respect that authority figure.

J'urthermOre, INCh reapect

mua1: oo earned aince it cannot be demanded.

'l'hJ.s is the only

effective and healthy basis for the exarciae of aut.bority.4
B'ina11y, Eavey concludes that parent• exerciae the:lr
authority properly
ship z:·ole.

wher.1 they v.iew theirs aa beiDCJ a leader-

He sets forth the advantages of th.la view in the

following excerpt:
The leader depends upon the loyal.ty of othera, the boa•
dependo upon his power of authority. 'l'be leader arouaea
enthusiasm for co-operative effort, the boas drives the
individual by fear • • • • The leader makea effort enjoyable: the boss makes everythi.ng cliataatefu1.s

Another matter calla for attention aa one aeeka to
establish for himself' a general view of parental 41acip11.ne.
It is the matter of qoala.

What are the goals of diacipline?

What is the rea.l purpose of exerciaJ.ng control?

xa it pri-

marily to reduce the amount of annoyance to adulta?

:ta it

largely a matter of admin1atering justice to one wbo baa done
wrong?

Lewis J. Sherrill s,FPMrizas quite wall the opiDioaa

of most writers.

He vi9V8 all externa1 control., wbether by

groupa or by persona, u

being directed

inward control by each individual.

4 D>1d.

Sn,14.,

P• 175.

toward tbe goal of

Thus,~ goal. 0£
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parental d iscipline and control ie self-diecip1J.ne and . .1f-

contro1.6
Prom this :Lt follows that parents must have c1early in
llind what they hope to accomplish by a given exercise of

control.

There ought to be some specific reasons for believ-

ing that it. will b e nefit the child.

The author• of Menta1

Hygiene in, ~ch.ing remi.nd teachers, "'!'here 1a a vast 41.f-

ference between having aarned a rebuke and be:Lng able to

profit from it ... 7

It woul.d seem that the

881118

remi.nder ia

in order fox p arents.
In order t o determ.1.ne whether or not the exerciae of

control will be bene ficial to the child 1.n any given instance,
parents will nee d to understand what they can reaaonab1y expect the response of the child to be.

Thia reaponae vU.1 be

largely determined by t.ha child'• ability to underatand the
aituat1on cal.11.ng for the exercise of control.

If parent•

underatana the basic peraonality of the child and hie eapac1tiea, as they are developed at hie atage of powt:b, th9y
will ba able to keep their demen4• within t:be 11aita of

6i.aw1a J. Sherrill, PaailX .ID!!. Church (aw York, '1'be
Abingdon Preas, 1937), p. 62.

7rritz Redl and w.1111- w.wattenberv,llepta111Y5GtP1

J.B. Teaching

(New Yorks Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1951), P• 301.
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reaaon.8

'l'hus,

operati.ng on a rati.onal level inatead of an

emotion al level J..n cU.acipline, it become• JaUcb easier to
arrange matters ao as to make obedience lea• painful for the
childc.

In this way the cauaa of se1£-diac:ipl1.ne i• foatered.9
Various Methods o f Discipline

If gui ding, l e ading, directing and controlling behavior
are the concepts which define and characterize diacipline.
it is easy t o unde rstand that there are many poeaible aethoda
by

which paro nts can carry out this function.

The author•

of Mental Health !!l Teaching dJ.acuss some of theae mot:hocla

under the cap tion, "Influence Techni.quea."
uncler four headingG.
Control.

11

The first of

th•••

The measures li.llted in 1.h~s

Tbey group thaa

ia "Supporting Sel.f-

caroup

are bQecl on 1:he

aasuraption that the cbild would liko to do what 1• right and
to please the parent 'wham he lovea and r • ~ • .

or to help him regain cont;rol of runaway illpUJ.aea.
the clu.ld ia helped toward Ml.f-control.

'l'heae tech-

'l'hua,

8ollla of 1:he aethocla

8Prancea L. 11.g and Low.. . Batea Aaaa, c;w.14 Bfhavi.oz;
(Bew Yorks Dell Publiahing Company, Inc., 1155), p. 353.

9sorma B. Cutt• and Bicbol•• KoNley, BetH£ Bopp 1.11.ciplipe (New Yorks Appl.eton-cent:uxy<rofta, Xec., 1952),
p. 25.
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that fclll into this category are signal interference, proximity, a judici-ous use o f humor , pl~ul icpioring and gripe
sessi ons.

Signal interference might be a geature, a ai.ldly

disapp rovi11g g·lance or any other rerdnder.

:C-roximit:y is ex-

plain€d as t he nea;cness of an adul.t whom the child lovea.
This sometimes g i vea the child the moral support ha needs to
r e sisc the terap~ati on . 10

~e acconcl gro Llping of infl.ue ne:e techniques is called
"Sit.ua tionD.l. Assistance."

Often the environment of the child

i s t he otiraulus f or bad behavior.

may so l ve the prob lem.

Reatructuri.!19 the ai.tuation

The techniquea diacu•aed under thi.s

heading are geared to that end.

'l'he third set ia listed ••

"'Reality and Value Appraisals. "

ThJ.~ grouping include• variowa

uses o f re~oning, .!nterpreting cauae and effect and definJ.ng
limits o f beh avior . 11
It i s not until the fourth and f inal grouping that the-

authors list the variety of reward and punishment tecbni.quea.
This grouping ia cal.led "lnvolc..1.ng the Pleaaure-PaJ.n PrJ.nciple. •

It is the opJ.ni.on of Redl and Watunberg tilat the• are to be

10aedl and Wattenberg, 22• £!!;_., pp. 280 ff.
lln,:1.d.
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considered only when all other methods have ~u1ed or are
clearly ineffective.12
Cutts and Moseley, in their Better Baine I>iacipline, re-

port. the findings of a study which at.tempted tG- compare t:be

value o f v ~ious met.hods of discipline.

'l'hey found that: · ki.ndly

reasoning is more effective than punisbment.

Scolding aeema

to be t he least eff ective of al.l methods, while caus1ng considerable damage in terms of guilt feelings and inferiority
feelings.
teneion .

Vague and cruel threat.a do 'little more than cause

Severe or prolonged punishment. tenda to undermine

the feeling of being l.oved.

Depriving is quite effective if

reasonable tmd closely associated with the particular misbehavior being checked.

aowever, depriving a child of love ia

Spanking, if done dispaaaionately and without

always bad.

depriving the child of love, is quite effective with amaller
children.

Forced apologies are al.ways bad, aince they force

a child to lie and stir up deep reaent:aent.13

Xn an entire

chapter, these authors elaborate the fact that "praiae worka
wonders.

11

This is to be a aincere and boneat aignal or word

of cou:nendation to reinforce good behavior.14

12n,14.
lleutta and Noaeley, !!2• ~ . , pp. 198-226.

14

Xbid., pp. 245 f~.
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It is c l aar , then, 1:hat there are maey clif~erent. vaya
in wt.d eb parents can carry out their task of 4J.ac1plin1.ng

the child.

tt seems reasonable that: parent:a might appreciate

aom~ gu1o1ancc in discovering and using the beat methods to

!nfluanc8 the behavior of their children.
Punishmen t

I-tor G needs to be said about the forms of diaciplJ.ne

whJ.cb are usua.1ly regarded as pun1s'hm4t!lt.

Punishment include•

all t:hoso measures wllieh in any way ca~se the child phya.ical

or psych~lo3ical p ain , such as spanking, scolding, shaming or
depriving the chi1d of an object or privilege.
Pi rst o f all , let it be said for the com£ort of parents
that a ll peopl.es and groups within American society uae pun1ahment in the training of their children.

Tb.la includes doctor•,

lawyers, t e achers, psycholog1.ats end paycbJ.atriata.15

There

are times when punishment: is necev.aary, but more often 1t ia
the resort of a defeated parent.16
Certai.n dangera are inherent in the uae of punisbmant,
which may cause more or leaa damage to the peraonalit.y of the

15Ibid., p.

s.

16sberr111, .22•

sit.•, p. 156.
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chJ.ld.

Such damage is dona When, for any reason, the uae of

punishment causes the child to feel that be 1• not loved anct
wanted by the parent.

Added to this is the danger that: it

may fill him with a constant fear of puniahment ao great that

he is tense.17

If the punishment is too severe or ia unfair,

it may arouse a great amount of hoatility and resentment in

~he child.

This usua1ly brings vi.th i t a naggi.ng feelin(J of

quilt, since the child feels that: be ahoul.d not be angry 1dth
the parent.18
Luella Cola, in her book on adolescent psychology, notea
that children from homes where an autocratic type of discipline
was used tend to develop one of two general reactions.

'l'hey

either become timid and compliant in their effort to be accepted, or they become aggressive and rebellious and thus
express the resentment they feel 'because of harsh treatment.19

Eavey discuss•• the uee of punishment in connectJ.on
with strong £ee11nga of inferiority.

Be aaya that such t:hinga

u ridicule, failure to give the opuuona of the child courteous consideration, condemning and criticiaing behavior too

17cutta and MoNley, .22• ci\., p. e.

l&aed1 and Wat:tanberg, 22•

cit.,

pp. 304-306.

191.11e11a COl•, PfYcholoGY gt Adoleacenta (Bew Yorks
Rinehart and Company, Xnc., 1954), p. 317.
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frequently, unfavorable comparison• to other children and
&baaing tend to make the child feel that he ia a "bad" peraon
and contribute greatly to the building of inferiority fealinga

which may plague him throughout his adult life.20
B1ght "rules of thumb

11

are suggested by Cutts and Moseley

for the wise use of punishment.
1) Be consistent in what you puniah.

2) Be aura the
child knows what he ha• done wrong. 3) Punish promptly.
4) Make the punishment fit the cri.me.
5) Do not uae
harsh, cruel, or prolonged puniahmenta. 6) Do not acold,
threaten or nag. 7) Let bygone• be bygones. 8) Take the
first opportunity to reinforce the child's knowledge that
you love him.21

Finally, Christian parents need to conaider carefully
several warnings offered in the

Pau1.22

sew

Teatament by the Apoatle

Sherrill reatatea theae passage• to bring out the

real intention of the Apoatle.

"l'athera, do not provoke

your children to wrath, but nurture thea.
aage is eimilar:

11

Th• aecond paa-

"l'athera, do not provoke your children leat

they become discouraged. "

Tbua, nagging and irritating a

child into a paaaion of anger ia counNled againat.

In the

first caae, the child is caused to become angry an4 reaentful,

20zavey, 2E· ~ - , pp. 280-2e1.
21.cutta and Noaeley, 9R• cit., P• 10.
22Bpb. 614 and Col. 3121.
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whilo in the second passage he becomes discouraged witb the
1~ea of trying to please.23

Bither response fai1s completely

to accomplish any worthy aim.
Love and

Discipline

hs was pointed out earlier, the only exercise of authority which can be either ef~sctive or healthy is one that is
based upon love and renpect.

If the child is to love and re-

spect the parent, ho must feel as though they deeply love him.

In a plea that correction should be constructive, Sherrill
aaya, "One may readily believe that Biblical writers could

have approved a later saying that no on• has the right to
pwiisb who does not deeply love •• 24

If the child aenses that

hi3 parents love him, ha will want to do the things t.hat

please them.
Often parents, in effect, cut off affection from a child
because of disobedience.

Thi.a, according to Bavey, doaa not

advance the cause of obedience in any way and ia very bard on
tho child'a sense of security.

In fact, when be haa failed,

it ia likely that be needs the love of hia parents even more.25

23SherrJ.11, .2.2• ~ . , pp. 122-123.

24Ib14., p. 122.
2Saavey, 22• ~ . , p. 181.
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Worse than this i s a mistake made by numerou• Christian

parents o

This mist ake i s v i ewed by Alfred Scbmie ding a s the

mos t harmful of a l l

o

How ofte n ia it not heard. "J e sus won •t

love yo-u if y o u do that . "

Such an idea is totally indefe ns-

i ble and a seriou s fal s ification of the Gospel of God'a
l o ve o26

I f there is o ne t hing t hat i e vital to the faith o f

a Christ ian it i s the assurance that God. through Chriet.
always loves His children. e ven when they are guilty of miaconduct and sin o
Luella Cole ~oi nts to three di.sciplinary attitudes of

pa.rent s which are con side red to be basically dangerous for
t he personali ty d eve lopme nt o f a child.

They

are (1) Control

by dominatio n1 ( 2 ) Lack of any discipline beyond that based

upon t emporary annoyance , and (3) An unpredictable variation
bet ween severi t y and l eniency.27
Thi s disc u s sion shou1d serve to establish the fact that

parental discip line calls for careful thought and thorough
understanding.

:It

is a r are parent who can do the be•t for

the child without aome atudy or gm.dance in the matter.

26AJ.fred Schmied.t.ng. sex AQ. Childhood .!!!1 Youth
(st. Louia, Concordia Publiahin9 Bouae. 1953). p. 29.
27eo1e • .21?• cit •• p. 325.

GROWTH OF CHRISTIAN PAITH AND VALUBS

Religion and Personality
The discussi on pr e sented in this chapter is meant to
call nttantion t o a f ew o f the psychological factors opera-

ting i n t.he gr owth o f Christian faith and Christian values.
Its chief purpos e is to illustrate the need of parents for

guidance in this particular area of their reaponaibility for
the development o f t he child.

'l'be way 1n which parent• carry

out t he task of t e achJ.ng the Christian. faith and a set of
Christian values does much to determine the end reault, 1n
reference t o both the spiritual. life of the child and his
personality a dj u stment.
I n view of t he f a c t. that aome peraona have charged that
religious faith is a psychological crutch and a aign of weakness in a person, it might be useful to note the following
passage from the pen o f a JIIOdern American paychiatriati
In psychiatry , unbroken and total dependencies upon
other human being• are deplored•• the eourcea of much
functional il·l neaa. And yet, man cannot walk alone.
He can accept and and practice a dependency upon God
without psychological loaa of face. The right kind of
dependency, loving God, imitating Bia love and mercy in
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our dealings and relations with our fellow man, ia a
source o f strength and not weakness.l
Dependency upon C--od, thus, might be considered a wholesome
and realist i c regard for one's humanity.

Such a person con-

fesses his f i nit eness in the face of the Infinite.

He ac-

knowledges h i s own limitations and trusts in Him who has no

restr i cting b ounds.

He acknowledges, realistically, his own

sinfulness and t r ust s God to forgive and heal him.

This same

writer a l s o point s o ut the need which a man has to confess
his sins and to be assured that the

are forgiven.2

Beca u oe the main outlines of personality begin to form
alrea dy i n the e arly months of the child's life, and in view

of the f a c t that an infant does not at that time have a developed c apacity f or using or understanding language, it is

importa nt that one consider what kind of learning takes place.
Lewis J. Sher rill says that this earliest learning is a forming of the emotional li f e.3
Christian education, then, involves more than just the
intellect of the person.

Xt involves his emotions and will aa

1Bdward A. Strecker, Basic Psychiatry (New York: Random
Bouse, 1952), p. 364.
2Ibid., p. 354.
3Lewis J. Sherrill, Family.!!!.!! Church (New York: 'l'he
Abingdon Press, 1937), p. 17.
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well.

He learns by knowing, feeling, and doing.

It is a mat-

ter of teaching the whole child the Christian faith and way
of 11feo4

Prom the very beginning, the child senses the

emotional atmosphere of the home.
or bitterness and tension.

He senses love and warmth

These, then, are incorporated

into his o~,n personality.
The developmental psychologists tell us that the capac-

ity of the child to grasp religious ideas in an intellectual
way begins to f unction about age four.

However, already be-

fore this time children may respect prayers, imitate religious
behavior and even repeat religious words.

Thus, an attitude

of respect for religious matters may be learned by imitation
before an intellectual understanding.

Prom four to six, a

child very often demonstrates a great desire to understand
matters pertaining to religion.

This is exemplified by some

of the extremely blunt questions which he asks his parents and
teachers.s

An understanding of this growing capacity of the

child to learn religious ideas is necessary for parents.

It

4clarence H. Benson,~ Introduction to Child Study
(Revised edition, Chicagoi The Bible Institute Colportage
Aasociation, 1953), p. 64.
5Prances L. Ilg and Louise Batas Ames, Child Behavior
(Hew Yorki Dell Publishing Company, Inc., 1955), pp. 326-331.
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will help them to expect progress realistically and not to
expect too mu ch too quickly.
Often the young child will learn with enthusiasm those
religious ideas and attitudes which seem relevant to his
life.

It is only with limited success and interest that he

Will learn religious ideas which do not seem to have meaning
for a person of his particular age.6

The Process of Identification

'l'he child does a large portion of his growing through
a process of identification.

L. E. Woodward describes thia

aa being a simple matter of "hero worship. "

Consciously and

unconsciously the child tries to be more like the persons he
loves and respects the most.

The first and moat natural

identification is with a parent.

Generally speaking, it is

difficult for parents to induce a child to develop beyond the

degree of maturity and virtue which they themaelvea have
achieved.7

6Mary Alice Jones, Handbook~ Child Guidance, edited
by Brnest Harms (N-'w York: Child Care Publications, 1947),
p. 645.
7L. B. Woodward, 'l'he Church and Mental Health, edited
by Pau1 B. Maves (New York: Charles Scribner's Sona, 1953),
p. 141.
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It

i s thi s process of identification, then, that deter-

mines what a child will regard as import&~t and of value .
His social and moral principles and, thus, his consci~nce,
are fund ame n t ally determined between the ages of four an6 six,
when t his i dent ification is the strongeut.

The process con-

tinues afte r ~hi s p eriod and becomes somewhat more fl~iblc,
und~rgoing minor altera tions appropriate to the groups in
Which t he c hild finds himself.a

It is in v i ew of this identification that Clarence H.
Ben son c an s ay.

"His religion will be a reflection of the rti!-

ligion h e fi n cis a bout him."9

So i t is that the experience of

teachers i n the c h urch has taught that i t is extremely difficult t o o verco me the influence of a home which denies Chriaticl4~ faith a n d which teaches by the organization of its life

a contra ry way.10
I f parents are to utilize this natural identification
for t he p urposes of teaching their chil~en a trul.y Chriatian
faith a n d way o f life, they must become intensely aware of
their personill example in every area of their li,re;;.

Th-:Jy

8Allison w. Davis and Robert J. Hilvighurst, 5'ather of
~!!!!! (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1947), p. 177.
9senson, .!22•

£!.!:.., p. 97.

lOifarms, ,22. ~ . , p. 6 ~,3.
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will also want to facilitate and promote a strong identification by stren gthening the bonds of love between their
children a nd themselveso

If the child is going to want to

be l!ke his parents, he must love them very much.11

Lewie J. Sherrill describes aome of the ways in which
this phen omen o n actually affects the child.

A child Who reg-

ularly sees his par ents worshipping in the home learns very
ear ly b o th an attitude and the practice of worship.

The

child who hears the h eart prayers of his parents learns their
con cept o f God a nd mal::es i t his own.

The attitude and prac-

tice o f parents i n regard to attendance at church services
and church -school teaches the child that i t is either a
drudgery or a joy.

Children catch attitudes from parents

when they 1east expect it.

Fear, distrust, trust, friendli-

ness, gratitude, discontent, high moral values or their
opposite and deep respect or disrespect for the name of God
are all learned through this process of identification more
than by precept or reason.

This kind of teaching, be i t posi-

tive or negative, is going on constantly.12
A. L. Miller, writing in the Lutheran symposium, Helping
Pamilies Through!!!!! Church, indicates. a serious recognition

llDavis and Havighurst, .2.P.•

.£!1.,

12 Sherrill, ~ - ~ - , pp. 146-152.

p. 177-178.
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of this phenomenon regarding the way in which a child learna.
l) If the child is to gain an adequate concept of God,
he must find God in the complete pattern of daily hOID9
life ..
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
2) The farnily that seeks to provide effective religious
education for its members will recognize that its daily
practices and customs reflect the values that are important to it.
ooo•o o t1oe4iilt1•••••••••••••••••
3) Teaching is primarily a matter of influence, and the

superior value of the example over precept has long been
acknowledged.13
The conclusions which this writer draws from his recog-

nition of the importance of the process of identification
might wel l be otated here in support of the thesis of our
study.

He concludes:

If, then, the role of Christian parents as teachers of
religion requires so comprehensive an understanding of
the way in which children learn, and if the fact that
conunonplace, everyday occurrences in the home have high
educative value, it is quite clear that parents need
assistance in spelling out the implications of God's
Word for Christian training in the home.14

Sin and Forgiveness
One of the most important matters in the Christian rearing of children is teaching them a proper understanding of

13A. L. Miller, Helpinq Families Through ,Sb!. Church,
edited by Oscar E. Feucht (St. Louisa Concordia Publishing
Bouse, 1957), pp. 139-140.
14Ibid.
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The actuality of sin is

their sin a n d God' s forgiveness.

somethin g wh i c h must be made clear to a child.ls

He must

be taugh t t o r ecogn ize his own negative and hostile feelings
for wl1at they a r e and must learn to accept responsibility
for his b ehavior, whethe r it be right or wrong.

Harsh treat-

ment from p a ren ts which comes as a result of every display
of unacceptable att itude or behavior, will only result in
the child's r epr e ssing his negative feelings and denying his
r esponsibility f o r b ad behavior.16

Thus, a child who has

b een trea ted h a r shl y whenever he was in any way misbehaving

grows up to find i t very difficult to admit his wrong, even
to himself .

Xt i s clear that this attitude is not desirable

in terms o f t h e Christian faith.

Such a child has learned

that to a dmit guilt brings wrath and a loss of affection
rather t h an love and forgiveness.
Just as important as learning to accept responsibility
for one's guilt is the necessity of learning to know and feel
that, in Christ, God has washed our sin away and still loves

ua.

When God forgives sin, i t no longer should rest upon the

lSc. B. Eavey, Principles 2,! Per90nality Building for
Christian Parent• (Grand Rapidas Zondervan Publiahing Bouae,
1952), p. 312.
16L. E. Woodward, .21?.•

.£!.!:..,

IP• 140-141.
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sinner to make him feel guilty and unworthy.

He is no long-

er expected to grieve over it as though to do penance for
his wrong .17
A brief study of parent-child relationships in the

Christian home, conducted and reported by Alfred Schmieding,
brings to light some rather alarming facts.

The study was

conducted with a group of Lutheran children who were afflic-

ted with persistent and disturbing feelings of guilt.

In an

effort to discover what had caused this condition he worked
closely with each child.

His conclusions are stated as

follows:

1) a nwnber of children did not have an adequate concept of the forgiveness of sin, which is freely offered
to all in the Gospel and received by those who embrace
in faith the redemptive work of the Savior: 2) in a
large group of children the criticism and severe denunciation by parents and teachers of the child aroused a
feeling of guilt, of which the child could not rid
himself.ls
The conclusions Which Schmieding draws point clearly to the

fact that parents must teach and explain to the child the
Gospel of forgiveness and must actualize such forgiving love
in their own relationships with the child.

The parent who

17Eavey, ~- cit., p. 312.
18Alfred Schmieding, Parent-Child Relationship• !!l the
Christian Home (St. Louisz Lutheran Education Asaociation and
the Board for Parish Education of the Lutheran Church-Miasouri Synod, 1949), p. 14.
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talks Yhout God ' s forgiveness but fails to treat the child
as though he is completely forgiven is giving the child a
diotorted and pathological view of the Christian faith.

Like-

wise, it i s equally undesirable to talk about forgiveness for
wrongs apart from the Savior's atoning death.
The importance of the relationship of parents and their
children in t e rms of the child's concept of sin and God's love
and forgi veness is well described by Sherrill.
Through the experience of loving and being loved, children receive some of their profoundest learning in
religio n @ Her e is furnished the background out of which
a child may i nterpret the love of God toward him, for
God i s Father in heaven. At the beginning of life he
has no insight into any love out of the unseen. He only
knows the ten der affection and patient care of those
about him, his parents above all. Through such affection as he receives he must grow into the idea that
behind what is seen is an eternal love far more sacrificial t han the best he has known. Parental love is
imperfect, nevertheless, it is the best mirror we know
to h old up to the universe to reflect a greater reality,
the heart of God yearning over his world-wide family as
a parent does over his own children.19
Is this perhaps the reason that Jesus emphasized so continu-

ously the importance of loving one another even as He loved
us and forgiving one another as we have been forgiven?

Here,

in concrete human relationships a person can experience, at
least in approximate fashion, the kind of acceptant and

19sherrill, ~- cit., p. 154.
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loving regard which God extends to him.

A failure to offer

the child this kind of ~elationship takes its toll, both in
the spiritual life of the ~hild and in his over-all peraonality adjustment.

He often is forced to bear the burden of

guilt which actually has already been forgiven by God.

This

is a neurotic kind of guilt.
The concerns presented in thia chapter are only a mnall
sample of the ways in which the teaching of the Christian
faith and way of life have a bearing upon the personality
developmen t of the child.

Perhaps they are sufficient to

point up the need for understanding and training in the task
of parenthood.

CHAPTER VII

SHAP I NG ATTITUDES TOWARD SBX AND MARRIAGE

The Need for a Wholesome Attitude

One o f the most difficult matters for many persons to
talk about is t he matter of sex.

This is often just as true

within the home as without, and sometimes it is even more
true within t h e homG .

The very fact that i t is difficult for

parents to speak calmly, frankly, and objectively about
matters o f sex i s indicative of a basic attitude which would

seem to be something less than wholesome.

If they feel this

inner compulsion to be hush on the subject, even with their
own children, one might assume that there exists deep within

them some vague feelings of shame or guilt about the entire
matter of sex.
Dr. H.

w.

Long, after many years in the medical profes-

sion, felt that such attitudes ware doing so much harm in
terms of marital unhappiness, psychosomatic illness and mental and emotional. maladjustment that he addressed himself to

the subject in his book, Sane .§S Life ,!D!l Sane~ Living.
It is his opinion that the silence, huah and shame that has
been attached to the area of sex is a silent way of faulting
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God for making us sexual creatures.

Many people engage in

sex activities because they are compelled by biological urgea

and because it is the only way provided for procreation, but
always regarding i t as something less than pure and wholeaome.l
Dro Long deplores the silence and forced ignorance in
matters of sex.

The Christian stream has been polluted. It has gone
dirty in the age of hush. We are supposed to keep our
mouths shut. We are not to give sex away. We breed
youngsters in fatal ignorance. They are always asking
questions. But we don't answer their queations. The
church doesn't answer them. Nor the state. Nor the
schoolse Not even mothers and fathers. Nobody who
could answer them, does. But they don't go unanswered.
They are answered. And they are answered wrong instead
of right. They get smutched instead of washed. They
get answered blasphemously instead of reverently. They
get answered so that the body is suspected instead of
being trusted.2
The style of his writing and the message he speaks indicate

the importance with which he regards the need for a new attitude on the subject.
The subject of sex cannot be avoided even for a little

while in the training of the child.
of his total personality.

This is reason enough to take the

matter of sex attitudes seriously.

la. w.

It ia an integral part

A person cannot be a well-

Long, Sane~ Life~ Sane~ Living (New Yorks
Bugenics Publishing Company, Inc., 1937), p. 37.
2Ibid., p. 38.
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balanced, well-adjusted person unless he has a good sex adjustment.

It is an important part of one•a philosophy of

life.3

Sex education begins as soon as the child begins to see
how the two sexes interact.

If the child continually sees

his father being disagreeable to his mother, this is shaping
his attitudes towards his relationships with the opposite

sexo 4

This learning of attitudes is quite as important in

the over-all sex training of an individual as the acquisition

of factual information.
The relationships of love and affection which characterize the home are of great significance in sex education.
C. B. Eavey says that a mature adult love is largely made
possible only through the stage-by-stage development of love
throughout the years of a child's life.

His later capacity

to give and accept love is fundamentally dependent on the
relationship of love which existed between the person as a
child and his parents.S

Children need the love of the parent

3Alfred schmieding, sex in Childhood and Youth (St. Louiaz
Concordia Publishing House;-1953), p. 4. 4eenj am.in Spock, !h!. Coaaon sense Book ,2! Baby ,!!!!! Child
Care (New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1946), p. 305.

Sc. B. Eavey, Principles of Personality Building .f2!:
Christian Parents (Grand Rapidas Zondervan Publishing House,
1952), pp. 241 ff.
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of the same sex to make acceptable the characteristic role
of persons of that sex, and the love of the parent of the
opposite sex to estab11sh a pattern of intimate reaponse to
persons o f t he opposit e sex.

This is important for a success

in adul t lov e, marriage, and parenthood.6

I f i t is true that all of these person-to-person relat .ionships in t h e home are a part of sex education and trai.n-

ing fo r s u ccess .i.n marriage, then i t can hardly be denied
that paren ts are in the most natural position to give such
training.

The attitudes of parents toward one another and

toward s ex will be learned by the child.
Giving Sex Information

It is conunonly felt that a great number of parents are,

for some rea son or other, not giving their children adequate
informa tion in matters of sex.

This failure is, in many

cases, linked with the general lack of a confidential relationship with the child.

It is usually not a wilful neglect

but is due to certain attitudes and inhibitions which

6t. E. Woodward, 'l'he Church and Mental Health, edited by
Paul B. Maves (New York: Charles Scribner's Sona, 1953),
pp. 142-143.
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characterize the parent. 7

If parents must display embarraaa-

ment when discussin g mat ters of sex with their children, the
whole subjec t will be s haded with a greater or leaser degree

of anxiety 8
0

The studies of the White House Conference show-

ed t h a t very oft e n thes e inhibitions were connected with
religious v i e ws.9
One o f the first questions of parents usually baa to do
wi th t h e "when " of giv ing sex information.

Most of the man-

uals agrGe that this cannot be answered in terms of a specific age o

it .

Se x information must be given when the child needa

At a ver y e arly age he becomes conscious of and curious

abou t his o~m b o dy and the bodies of other children.

He

b egins to a s k quest ions about the differences between boye

and g i rls.

These are the t imes for thoughtful parents to

give sex information in a kind, truthful, simple and matterof;_f act manner .
In homes where there are strong bonds of love and confident ial relations hips between parents and children, the

7White House Conference on Child Health and Protection,
Adolescent~ .!:b!_ Family (Bew Yorks Appleton Century
Company, 1934), p. 211.

!h!

8sclunied.ing, .2,2. ~ - , p. 15.

9wbite House Conference on Child Health and Protection,
22· £!!,., p. 208.
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questions of the child will be raised quite naturallyo

This

will cont i nue until the parents, either by their embarrassment or by their refusals, give the child to believe that sex
is not a mat ter f o r
ask abouta

"9ood 11 childr en to be interested in and

I f , f o r any reason, children do not raise ques-

tions about s e x , the parents may have to take the initiative.
It i s a common pra c t ice for parents to initiate conversation
on other topi c s which they deem important f or the child's
development e

Certa inly , then, i t is quite appropriate for

them to initiate di s cus sion on the subject of sex, which
plays such an important

role in the total personality adjust-

ment of the chi ld .lo
The process o f toile t training is another opportunity
for s e x training .

Both the child and his parents are focus-

ing c o n siderable a ttention upon the eliminative functions and
the physic al organs involved o

If it haa not been dona before

this t ime , t his provides a good opportunity to teach the cluld
the c orrec t vocabulary in regard to eliminative functions
and sexu al organs.

Learning the correct vocabulary early will

help the c hild to accept these parts of his body and their
functions in a natural, matter-of-fact way.

lOscbmieding, ,22. ~ - , p. 5.

A cluld thua
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trained shows less tendency to use the vulgar vocabul.ary of
the street which he will inevitably learn at a later t1me.ll
Benjam.tn Spock urges that "stork stories" be left out
of the child 1 s sex trainingo

The question in the child's

mind about where babies come from is serious business to him.
A false s tory tends to make him auspicious, and when he does
find out the truth, he may either be confused or fael that
his p a ren t

is something of a liar.

Brief, honest, and matter-

of-fa ct repl i e s to the child's inquiries are the best.12

'l'he

language u s ed is not nearly so important as it might seem to
the parent: however, most of the pamphlets and books on the
subject wil l give parents some suggestions as to how i t might

be done.
As the child grows older, he will need more complete information.

It is important that· he be thoroughly prepared

for puberty and that he have the opportunity to diacusa his
development with a parent during this stage of growth.

In

this connection Dr. Spock warns against the tendency which
parents have to be negative.

A girl who is warned that soon

a "curse" will come upon her every month is likely to fear
menstruation as a terrible trial and may even resent her

lllbid.; pp. 29-30.
12spock, .22· ~ •• p. 306.
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womanhood.

Boys who are unduly warned about masturbation or

"too many emissions" are likely to worry about being different
or abnormal.

Thus, the entire preparation must be pleasant

and positive .. 13
L .. E.

Woodward notes that a wise parent will want to

associate love and respect for personality with all of their
teaching about the processes of procreation and maturing.
Sexual relations will be interpreted, then, as a mutually
satisfying ~ray in which a man and wife express their love for
each other ~l 4

In this way the child can grow up to regard

the role of sex in his life as a wholesome, sacred, and
pleasurable
ner.

'ineans

of expressing love for his life-long part-

Such an attitude will go far in helping the child to

accept the biological and psychological urges toward sex activity as a natural and good part of adulthood, while at the

same time providing him with a strong positive motivation for
exercising proper Christian self-control.
Alfred Schmieding charges that the Protestant church
groups have failed to face squarely and realiatical.ly the
need for sex education and the relating of matters of sex to

13Ibid., pp. 309-311.
14L. E. Woodward, .22• £ll_., p. 144.
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dQctrine and practice.

The church baa evaded the problem,

aimply maintaining that it ia a responsibility of the hcaa.
While he, too , regards the primary reaponsibility as resti119
upon the parent s , he, nevertheless, maintains tbat the school

and the church must offer guidanca.15
Fred McKinney, writing in the Handbook 2.! Child Guidance,
lists the following as commonly accepted goal• in aex educat ion:

(1) to foster a happy marriage, (2) a well-adjusted,

unified, and balanced personality, (l) a wholeeome enrichment
of emotions; and (4) chastity.

Negatively, it is an attempt

to prevent (1) eex perversions, (2) criminal offenses,
(3) divorce; (4) serious mental problems or diaeaaes: (5)

social ostracism; and (6) extreme unhappinesa.16
Concluaions
The topics discussed in this second part of the study
(chapters t hree through seven) are only a few of the major

areas in Which parents need gui.dance.

- They

are an attempt to

•how the serious implicationa of parent-child relationahipa.
The evidence presented ahows clearly that well-intending

15
scbmieding, .22• ~ - , P• 2 •

16rrect

Ncltinney, Hapdbook

2f Child Glaiclance,

edited by

Brneat Harms (New Yor>u Child Care Publications, 1M7), p. 471.
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parents are not immune from mist~kes which may have a significant ill effect upon the personality of the child.

These

111 effects frequently cause the child great difficulty in
making a satisfying adjustment in one or more areas of adult
life.

Not infrequently, the result is evident in nervous

breakdown, neurosis and severe mental breakdown.
On the other hand, it is clea~ that parents are in an
ideal position to make a major positive contribution to
their child's personality development.

If they are to do this

they must have healthy attitudes, a thorough understanding
of the parent-child relationship and a sincere desire to do
what is best for the child.

They are aware of the pitfalls.

They can avoid the most serious mistakes.

They can more

nearly approach the goal of rearing a child who is healthy
both in body and in his mental and emotional life.

Parents

who approach this goal are exercising their God-given responsibility over against their offspring.

Their parenthood,

if it revolves about their faith in Christ, is truly an honor
to God.
The only conclusion one can draw from the evidence is
that parents need to have some careful guidance.

No group

of people should care more about the total welfare of people
than the Christian church.

Martin Simon writes concerning .
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the total responsibility of parenthood:
It is up to the home. And i t is up to the church to
see that the Christian home quits looking for crutches
only, and begins to do its duty. The home will, if the
church will. The hand that rocks the cradle determines
the history of the church and of the world. Get hold
of that hand and train it:17
Somehow the church must extend help to Christian parents.
Part Three of this study will be a consideration of some of
the possible ways in which this task might be carried out by
the local congregation.

17Martin P. Simon, Christian Preschool Education (Lutheran Education Association Yearbook, 1945), p. 59.

PART III.
PARENT EDUCATION IN THE CHURCH

CHAPTER VXI.I

PLANNING FOR PARENT EDUCATION IN THE PARISH
Broad Channels for Guidance
In any discussion of the possible ways in which the
local c ongregation might init~ate a program of parent guidance, one can only speak in terms of broad channels and
ger1eral possibilities .

The local situation must, in every

case, be studied to determine how the responsibility shall
finally be c&rrisd out.
In his Pamily .!.!14 Church, Lewis J. Sherrill suggests
that t here are three broad channels through which guidance
may be brought to parents:
(3) individual help.l

(1) the sermon, (2) groupa1 and

A. L. Miller lists the same three

and adds the suggestion that the church library ia a possible

channel.2
The sermon has certain advantages as a means of bringing
important considerations to the attention of parents.

Its

ltewis J. Sherrill, Family~ Church (Hew York: 'l'he
Abingdon Press, 1937), pp. 174-175.

2A. L. Miller, Helping Families 'l'hrough ~ Church,
edited by Oscar B. Feucht (st. Louisa Concordia Publishing
House, 1957), p. 147.
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chief a dvanta ge has to do with the number of persons reached.
'l'his is t he one t i me wh en the majority of parents can be

r eached.

The pasto r will, therefore, want to use this oppor-

tunity to bring t o t he att e ntion of paJ;enta some of the major
pr inciples o f Christia n parent hood and Christian family life.
I t is also true, however, that the sermon baa certain
l imitations a s a means for parent education.

First, not all

o f t he persons in the wo r shipping congregation are parents.
To focus a disproportionate amount · of time on the problems

of parents woul d be to neglect the needs of other groups.
Second, the very presence of children would make it unwise
to discuss some of the mattera which must be considered in
a ny par ent gui dance program.

Finally, if parent s are to be

given ful l e s t a ssistance, a setting which allows for informal
group d i scuss i on is necessary.

Thus, the very nature of the

s e rmon and the setting in which it occurs impose certain
limita t i o ns wh ich would not allow for a thorough program of
parental gu i d a nce.
The second possibility suggested above waa that of

groups.

T11is is ordinarily the 1110st suited channel for bring-

ing to parents an adequate program of guidance.

In view of

this suitability, consider able attention will be given to
group work later in thia chapter.
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A third possibility was that of individual help.

Here

attention is ~ocused upon the role of the pastor aa a personal

counseloro

Parents who are having serious difficulties may

bring these to the attention of the pastor and seek his aid.
An alert pastor can make himself available to parents as a

resource person and accomplish much through this individual

approacho

The l imitations of this method are obvious in that

only those cases where trouble is already recognized will be
brought to his attention.

This already would become more a

remedial service than a preventive one.

The c hw::ch library is an important channel for carrying
out a program of parent guidance.

Such a library, if it is

well stocked, well managed and well publicized, is likely to

be valued highly and used extensively by many parents.

Read-

ing lists may be published in the church papers as an encouragement and reminder of the opportunity available to parents
to borrow these materials.

The value of the library is

limited by the lack of inclination and initiative on the part
of many to do serious reading.

These same persona, however,

might be willing to participate in group discussions and to
attend the showing of appropriate fiJ.ms.3

3cf. Appendix A for materials auggeated for church

library.
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A Group Approach to Parent Guidance
Parent groups are advised by all of the writers consult-

ed for this study.

The Parent Guidance series, published by

the Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod, is intended to serve as

a basis of study for parent groups, as well as for use in
the home hy fathers and mothers.4
Group discussion methods have the advantage of allowing
parents to share their difficulties and the responsibility
for reaching wise solutions.

This method has been reported

as providing reassurance to parents who had become anxi.ous

about their own abi11ty to do a good job in rearing their
children.

When they discover that other parents face diffi-

culties similar to theirs, they actually gain in selfconfidence.5
Hazel Cushing, in an article appearing in the periodical
Mental Hygiene, lists some of the values which parents have
said that they gained through participation in parent discussion groups.

Parents indicated that (1) they received

4The Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod--Board for Pariah
Education, "Your Child and You," No. 1 in Parent Guidance.!!£,ies (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, n.d.), inaide
front cover.
SNorma E. Cutts and Nicbolaa Moseley, Better Home D1aci211ne (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, xnc., 1952), p. 300.
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personal assistance through insight into their own personalities, waich in turn had a positive influence upon their
relationsh ips with their children1 (2) they gained a thorough
knowledge of the child and his development and how they could
best aid that <levelopmentr (3) they became aware of the
universal ity of problems of childhood1 (4) they came to understand the relationship between the child and his environment

and the importance o f the bu.man beings in that environment:
(5) they found their family relationships becoming increasingly satisfying: (6) they were helped to re-evaluate their
definition of parenthoodr

(7) they felt that they were able

to improve their own attitudes: (8) they acquired knowledge
o f certain specific techniques, (9) mothers were provided
with a new and vital interest1 (10) home and school were
brought c lose r together (the study group to which these
parents belonged was sponsored by the school): (11) parents
were stimulated to do worthwhile reading:

(12) parents were

stimulated to increased intellectual activity: and (13) parents were provided with a new source and basis for husbandwife c ooperation through this mutual interest.6

6aazel M. Cushing, "Parent Education as a Mode in Mental
Hygiene," Mental Hygiene, XVXI (October, 1933), 636-639.
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Prom evidence such as that above, one can conclude that
parent discussion groups have, in some instances, proven to
be highly beneficial .

A. L. Miller cites evidence to show

that parents in large numbers are interested in having such
help.

Statistics are cited to show that in the United States

parents are flocking to such study groups as are being offered and are subscribing to magazines geared to be of help to

them in their role as parenta.7
It is quite possible that a church, after soliciting the
reactions of parents through a form of canvassing, might find
enough interes e to make it advisable to form a special study
group for thi s purpose.

If such a plan would be impossible

1n a church s ched ule which is already too crowded, there may
be other ways in which the same 'things can be accomplished.
However, it is the expressed opinion of some church men that
parent e ducation is so important that i t must find a place
in the program of the congregation.

A. L. Miller even sug-

gests that "less important organizations may need to be
dropped in its favor."8

7Ao L. Miller, 22• ~ . , P• 142.
Sxbid., p. 144.
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Zf it is impossible to have a special group formed for
parent education , such guidance might be incorporated into
the program of some of the existing organizations.

Lucille

Klaas, wri ting in Adv an2e , suggests several possibilities.

It could b ecom2 the topic of the regular Bible Class if that
group :i.s c omposed of persons for whom such a study would be

appropriate and desired.

Specia1 classes could be conducted

durin g the Su nday School hour for those parents interested.
Paren t-teacher leagues provide a natural platfoJnn for a program of paxent guidance.

Other suggestions which she makes

are Ladie s• Aids , Men's Clubs and Guilds.9

There may be

other possibilities in any given congregation.

If the matter

is deemed important, i t will find its place in the schedule

of adult education in the parish.

9Lucille Klaas, "Training for Christian Parental Responsibility," Advance, V (February, 1958), 17.

CHAPTER DC

RESOURCES FOR PARBN'l' GUIDANCE
It is the opinion of the writer that the leader of a
parent study group does not need to be an expert in child
psycholog"IJ o r mental healtho

He will, however, be required

to have some acquaintance with the literature in this field
and other res our ces which might be of help to such a group.
Many con gregations are privileged to have within their
membership d octor s, psychiatrists, psychologists or social

worker~ Q In many cases these persons would be glad to make
~heir servi ces available to the group, either regularly or for
purposes o f a specific discussion.

Such resource persons

must not be overlooked.
Visual aids can be used to great advantage as a source
of information and a basis for group discussion.

many good films available for parent groups.

There are

A listing of

some of the better films appears in Appendix Bat the close
of this study.

It is important, however, that the films be

chosen wisely and discussed carefully after their viewing.

In this way misunderstandings can be corrected and anxiety
can be avoided.
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In working through the literature for this study, the
author has discovered a number of books and panq,hlet series
Which should prove to be uaeful in parent groups.

'l'he best

of these, as determinad by the judgment of the author, are
described brie£1y in the following paragraphs.

'l'he criteria

for judging the value of a book or pamphlet have been theological accuracy (where theological views are brought into
the discussion), scientific accuracy and popular style.
Principles .Q.! Personality Building £or Christian Parents,
by C. B. Eavey.

This volume contains 321 pages and attempts

to cover the entire field of parental responsibility.

The

author is writing for Christian parents, and the views which
he expresses seem to be soundly Christian.

He does, however,

operate with a tripartite view of man aa body, soul, and
spirit.

This view is not commonly accepted either by theolo-

gians or psychologists.

If any one volume is to be used by

the group as a basic text, this one should be seriously considered.
Better Home Discipline, by Norma B. Cutts and Nicholas
Moseley.

In 305 pages, popularly written, these psychologists

discuss the findings of their study of more than aJ.x thousand
families.

They deal with the problems of parents both scien-

tifically and realistically.

Zn the opinion of the reviewar,

this volume could be referred to with advantage.
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Child Behavioz:, . by Prances L. Ilg and Louise Bates Ames.
These authors present this volume out of a background of
experience in conjunction with the Gesell Inatitute of Child
Development .

I t i s a rea11stic guide to an understanding of

children' s behavior f r om birth to ten.

It alerts its reader

to vari ous k inds of behavior which may appear at a particular
stage o f the child • s growth.

'l'he authors of this book be-

lieve that parents who are expecting a particular kind ·of
behavior before it occurs will be in a better position to
handle it wise ly and without highly charged emotional reactions.

Some s uggestions are made as to possible ways of

coping with undesirable behavior.
~

Spock.

Common Sense Book .2f. Baby.!!!!! Child Care, by Benjamin

This is a popular and widely used handbook for parents

written by an experienced medical doctor.

In his discussions

he gives consideration to the psychological aspects of the
child's development as well as to physical care.

Thi.a book

could serve as a uaefu1 reference volume for the parent
study group.
Parent Guidance Series, by various authors and published
under the auspices of the Plllllily Life Collln1ttee of the Board
for Pariah Education of the Lutheran Church--Miaaouri Synod.
'1'o date, six of these pamphlets have been prepared.

It i•
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planned t hat one pamphlet shall appear each year.

'l'he inten-

tion of the c ommittee preparing this series is that the
pamphlets sex·ve as a basis for discussion in parent groups
and be studied by parents together in the home.

While the

topics cover the whole range of parents' problem& in rearing
children, they are not intended to be a thorough discussion
of any one problemo

The suggested reading lists which appear

at the close of each topic will guide the group to sources
of further iniormatio no

These pamphlets would be good

starter s ..
Public Affairs P amphlets, published by the Public Affairs
Committee, a nonprofi t educational organization whose purpose
is to make available in swomary form the research on various
economic and social p roblems.

These twenty-eight page pam-

phlets a re authored by notably qualified persons and may be
referred to with confidence by parent groups.
~

Christian Parent is a periodical appearing each

month t hroughout the year with the exception of August.

The

editor of this publication is Martin P. Simon, a well-known
writer of family life materials, many of which have been distributed by the Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod.

This maga-

zine seeks to apply Bible principles as well aa psychological
findings to the problems of child training.

It is widely
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used by Christ~ans of many denominations.

special article•

appear in e a ch issue dealing with various aspects of Christian child t raining and family life.

some of ita regular

departments are a counseling column, book reviews, study
guides for parent groups, and family devotions for each month
geared to the needs of families with children.

Parents could

profitably be encouraged to read this magazine regularly.
Local libraries should be checked for additional. titles
which may be helpful to the local church group.

The above

described b ook s and pamphlets contain numerous bibliographies
which can assist the group in expanding its church library.

CHAPTBR
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CONCLUS:ION
The study here presented represents an effort to investigate the following thesis: "The Church baa a responaibility
to offer guidance to parents with regard to the personality
development of their ·children. ••
The first part of the study was an attempt to define the
nature and scope of the church•a responsibility and concern
in matters of personality.

It was concluded that the church's

concern, lik e that of the Lord of the Church, is for people.
People are divisible only for academic purposes and can be
ministered to only as complete and integrated uni.ts.

It is

the entire person who is brought into a new relationship with
God through the merita of Jeaus Christ.

Thus, the church

must also have a serious concern for the personality development of its people.
It was shown that a concern for personality is a concern
for mental health.

Physical health baa long been considered

a matter of Christian stewardship.

Health calla for whole-

ness, soundness, and the beat possible development of all
God-given faculties.

Mental health concerns are a direct

parallel to those of physical health.

'l'bey are a striving
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toward that same wholeness and an attempt to Jnllke the beat of
the marvelous faculties given to man by his Creator.

They

are a struggle against personality sickness and distortion.
'l'he mental health concerns of the church are an attempt to
free man from unnecessary burdens so that he can serve God
and his fellowman more effectively and with greater joy.
Since personality includes the whole pattern of the mental and emotional life of the individual, it has a direct
bearing upon his spiritual life.

The evidence presented in

the study indicated that man •·s personality significantly affects his self-concept, his manner of relating himself to
other people, and even his capacity to incorporate into his
own life experience the love and mercy which God gives him in
the Gospel.
It was shown that personality is not entirely a mysterious and unidentified quantity.

While it is not clear to

what extent the broad outlines of personality are inherited,
it is very clear that the early person-to-person relationships
which the individual experiences are of extreme significance.
Thia places the primary responsibility for personality development upon parenta.

The manner in which they live, talk,

think, and feel goes far in shaping the attitudes and emotional patterns of their children.
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In the entire second part of the study, evidence waa
offered to demonstrate the ill effects of certain qualities
of parents.

It high lighted parental pattern• which are neg-

ative in their effect upon the child's personality development.
It indicated that there are other more wholesome ways in
which to carry out the task of rearing children.
Thus, something more than common senae and good intentions are necessary for a wise exercise of parental responsibility.

The task is a complex one and pitfalls are numerous.

If parents are to do the best possible job, they will need to
have training and guidance.

If the church has a serious con-

cern and feels its responsibility toward the personality
development of its people, it follows that i t will accept the
challenge to offer the necessary guidance to parents.
The final part of the study attempted to suggest some of
the ways in which such guidance could be given.

It was found

that the sermon, discussion groups, personal counseling, and
church libraries are some of the broad channels through which
the church can offer help.
group approach.

The most suitable of these is the

This may call for a spacial study group or

may be incorporated into the study program of some of the existing organizations in the pariah.
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Resources are available and were discussed.

There are

many books and pamphlets available which would be well suited
for the parent study group.
able to assist the group.

Filmstrips and movies are availMany congregationa have within

their own membership professionally trained men who could be
of great assistance.
It is the conclusion of this writer that the church can
and must begin to offer parents the guidance which they need
to fulfill their obligations as parents.

'l'his will include

guidance with regard to the personality development of the
children.

The church can make parenthood a rich. satisfying,

and Christ-·centered vocation.

APPENDIX A
SUGGESTED TITLES FOR THE CHURCH LIBRARY*
Cutts, Norma Eo, and Nicholas Moseley.

Better Home Discipline.

Eavey, c. Bo Principles of Personality Buildi.ng For Christian
Parents.
Gesell, Arnold.

~

First Pive Years 2-!, Life.

Gesell, Arnold, and Frances L. Ilg.
Ten.

!h!, Child From Pive 12,

Gesell, Arnold, Frances L. Ilg and L.B. Ames.
Years From .!.fill~ Sixteen.
Ilg, Frances L., and Louise Bates Ames.
Parent Guidance series.

Youths ·~

Child Behavior.

"Your Child and You." No. l

-----. "Making Home Life Christian. A No. 2.
-----

"Happiness is Homemade." No. 3.

-----. "Teen-agers Need Parents." No. 4.
-----

"Guiding the Young Child." No.

s.

-----. "Parents are Teachers." No. 6.
Patri, Angelo.

!!Q!! j;g, Help Your Child Grow .YE?•

Public Affairs Pamphlfts.

"Coming of Age." No. 234 •.

-----. "Enjoy Your Child--Ages 1, 2, and 3.'" No. 141.
-----. "How to Discipline Your Child." No. 154.
-----. "How to Teach Your Child About Work." No. 216.

*Detailed information may be found in the Biblioqraphy.
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-----. "How to Tell Your Child About sex." No. 149.

-----. "Keeping Up With Teen-agers ... &o. 127.
-----. "Mental Health is a Family Affair." 110. 155.
-----.

"The Shy Child." No. 239.

-----. "3 to 6: Your Child Starts to School." No. 163.
-----. "Understanding Your Child from Six to Twelve ... Ho. 144.
Schmieding, Alfred.

sex in Childhood and Youth.
-

-----. Understanding the Child.
Spock, Benjamin.
Thompson,

The Common Sense Book

w. Taliaferro.

@

21.

Baby .!Ylci Chile! Care.

Adventure ~ Love.

APPB11DIX B

A LIST OP FILMS AND DISTRIBUTORS*
Sound Moviea

Angry Boy.

31 minutes. International Pilm Bureau. The problem treated in this film is not the occaaional flare-up
of the healthy child but the development, aymptoma, and
treatment of neurotic tendencies in this area.

Baby Meets His Parents. 11 minutes. Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films. Shows the significance of parent-child relationships in , the development of the child's personality.
Children's Emotionso 22 minutes. McGraw-Hill Book Company.
A general look at the various emotions of the child.
Good as an introduction of the subject to parent groupa.
Children Growing Ye. With Other People. 23 minutes. Educational Film Department, United World Pilms. Showa the
steps in the social development of a child from birth
to adolescence.
Children in Trouble. 10 minutes. New York State Department
of Cormnerce Pilm Library. Showa the working together of
parents and teachers in the beading off of delinquency
in an inferior environment.
Children Learning~ Bxperience. 40 mnutea. Bducational
l'ilm Department, United World Pilaa. Showa tbe natural
desire of the child to learn and the way in which thia
desire may be giving constructive guidance.

*The films liated in this Appendix are a aampling of
thoae avaJ.lable. The liating ha• been reatricted to filma
which are psychologically oriented. Parent vroupa will want
to conault the liatinga preaented by Oacar B. Feucht in
Helping Pp1liea Through~ Church, pp. 341 ff.
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Fptilies First. 17 minutes. New York State Department of
Commer ce P.ilm Library. Depicts the cont.raat between
tha harmonious and t he disharmonious family and the
effects of each upon the personality of children.
Pamily Circle§!. 31 minutes. McGraw-Hill Book Compnay. Concerns itself with the p r oblem of providing for the child
a stable home environment in an unstable society. Xnt roduc to:ry and genezal, but highly reCOIIIID8nded.
Farewell to Childhood.

20 minutes.

International Pila

Bureau. · A study of the proceaa of paaaing frOlll childhood to rnaturity o Por parents with adoleacent children.

Peariz .2! £.hi!dren. 28 minuteso International IP'ilm Bureau.
Demonstrates the importance of the developnsntal needs
of the child in his e:motional growth. 'l'he cbi.ld in the
film is caught between an over-protective mother and a
domineering father.

Peeling .2f Rejectiono 21 minutes. McGraw-Hill Book Company.
A vivid demonstration of the events in the childhood of
a girl who had feelings of rejection. Shows the effects
of rejection in adult life and nature of therapy requJ.red.

n

Priendship Begins
HOI_!!!.. 15 minutes. Coronet Fil.ma. '!'be
conflicting needs of a child for independence and dependence, and how these may be handled by parents.
Grief i A Peril in Infancy. JS minutes. New York University
Film Libraryo Shows the critical importance of the emotional climate surrounding the child. The grief depicted
is primarily the depriving of mother-love.
Growing Girls. 14 minutes. Bncyclopaedia Britannica l'ilma.
The physiology of menstruation.
Shows the reacUon of
a yoWlg girl to tho onset of the period. Thia film,
while inade for gJ.rls who are reaching the age of puberty,
can help parents to understand their role in preparing
their daughter for womanhood.
Helping; ~ Child ~ Accept 9!. po' I• 11 minute&. Bncyclopaedia Britannica Filas. Deal• with the ethJ.cal training of the child.
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HU19N1 Beginnings. 22 minutes. Bddie Albert Production•. A
movie on sex prepared primarily for parent• and teachera.
Human Growth. 19 mi.nutea. Eddie Albert Productions.
the growth of the human infant from conception.

Showa

Know Your aaby.

10 minutes. National Pilm Board o~ Canada.
Preparing siblings for a new baby and meeting the fundamental needs of the newcomer.

Learning .iY!9. Growth. 11 m.inutea. Bncyclopaedia Britannica.
A Gesell Institute film.
Reveals normal infant ability
by showing the possibilities and limitation• in the
training of infants under a year. Bxplains the learning
process.
~

18 minutes. March of 'l'J.me l'orum l'ilms. A
developmental approach to the underatanding of child
behavior, done by the Gesell Inatitute.

With Baby.

Meeting Emotional Needs in Childhood. 33 minutes. New York
University Film Library. The iJDportance of an atmosphere
of security for the growth of the sense of responsibility
and the desire to act independently.
Overdependency. 32 minutes. McGraw-Hill Book Company. Showa
the effects of a home life with an over-protective mother
and a rejectant father. Bxplaina some of the psychosomatic symptoms and shows the process of therapy.
Palamour Street. 27 minutes. Health Publications Institute,
Inc. Depicts a southern Negro fanuly as it faces the
everyday problems of life. The lead question is, ..Can
parents help their children grow up?" Stiaulates gooc!
discussion with lay groups.
Preface l:2

~ Life.
29 minutes. un~ted World Pilma, Inc.
Showa how parents can make or break the peraonality of
their child by the way they wisely or unwisely regulate
him according to their preconceived notions of what be

"ought" to 'be like.
Social Development. 16 minutes. McGraw-Hill Book Company.
Social development froa age two to puberty.
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Terrible Two's--Trusting 'l'hree•s. 20 minutes. McGraw-Bill
Book Company. Helpful. in understanding the behavior of
this age group.
WhX Won't Tommy Eat? 19 minutes. National l"ilm Board of
Canada. Psychological basis of childhood eating disturbances.
~

and Your Parents.

14 minutes. Coronet l'ilma. Prepared
for adolescents but helpful to their parents alao.
Showa the source of rebelliousness in adolescents.

Your Children~~- 31 minutes. British Information Services. Problems of parents and chJ.ldren. Suggests ways
of dealing with some of the problems of the first five
years of life.
Your Children's Sleep. 23 minutes. Encyclopaedia Britannica
Films. Helps parents gain an understanding of the
child's sleeping patterns and sleep disturbances. Gives
constructive advice on "going to bed routines."
Filmstrips
Christian Attitude About sex, A• 40 frames.
Screen Productions. A helpful aid.

script.

Church

.YJ?, .'.D!!.· 58 fr-es. Church screen Productions. Concerned with the child's understanding of Ms
sexual growth.

Storv 2!, Growing

Distributors
British Information services, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, Nev York
20, New York.
Church Screen Productions, P.
Tennessee.

o.

Box 5036, Haahville 6,

Coronet Film, Coronet Building, Chicago 1, Illinois.

I
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Bddie Albert Productions, Aaaociation Pila•, Ridgefield, Bew
Jersey.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Fil.ma, Inc., 1150 Wil.Jllette Avenue,
Wilmette, Illinois.
Health Publications Institute, Inc., 216 Horth Dawaon Str-t,
Raleigh, North Carolina.
International Film Bureau, 57 Baat Jackaon Bo\llevard, Chicago
4, Illinois.
March of Time Forum Pilms, 369 Lexington Avenue, New York 17,
New Yorko
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Text-Pil.JII Department, 330 lfeat
42nd street, Naw York 18, New York.
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